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Moran hopes to lift trade restrictions with Cuba despite Trump rhetoric 
 

 
Sen. Jerry Moran, Kansas Republican Susan Walsh Associated Press file photo 

BY BRYAN LOWRY 

 

U.S. Sen. Jerry Moran wants to lift the country’s trade restrictions with Cuba, a move he 

says will help agricultural states like Kansas, but he’ll face astronomical odds, according 

to a Cuba expert. 

 

Moran, a Manhattan Republican, introduced legislation last month that would eliminate 

trade restrictions with Cuba, enabling Kansas farmers and ranchers to ship their goods to 

the island more easily. 

 

“Only the United States has sanctions against Cuba…When we don’t sell wheat to Cuba, 

France does or Canada does,” Moran said in an interview Wednesday. 

 

Moran, who has introduced versions of the legislation in the past, called it a challenging 

time for farmers. 

 

“We need every market that we can get and this is one more market that’s easy for us,” 

Moran said, noting that Cuba is only 90 miles from the U.S. and the transportation costs 

for goods would be significantly less than goods from Europe. 

 

John Kavulich, president of the New York-based U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council, 

said that a U.S. law passed in 2000 enabled U.S. businesses to export to Cuba but required 

that payments be made before the goods could be distributed. Kavulich cited Cuba’s 

questionable credit as the rationale for the policy. 

 

Kavulich said that efforts to change the 2000 law have failed for more than a decade and 

he doubted that Moran and others would succeed after the inauguration of President Donald 

Trump, who took a hardline approach toward Cuba on the campaign trail. Kavulich said 

that neither U.S. House Speaker Paul Ryan, a Wisconsin Republican, nor U.S. Senate 
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Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, a Kentucky Republican, appear eager to take up the 

issue. 

 

“Now, how is it that Mr. Moran and others believe the stars have aligned for them? It’s 

mind-boggling,” Kavulich said. “They couldn’t get anything done during the eight years 

when they had a president who wanted to get something done.” 

 

President Barack Obama made moves to normalize diplomatic relations with Cuba during 

the final two years of his presidency. Trump has floated the possibility of rolling back some 

of Obama’s reforms, saying on Twitter in November that he would “terminate the deal” if 

Cuba was unwilling to negotiate a better deal. 

 

Moran said Wednesday that his legislation’s best chance to advance is probably as an 

amendment to another bill, but he pushed back on the notion that Trump would necessarily 

be a bigger obstacle than previous presidents. 

 

“Dealings with Cuba have been controversial and challenging under every administration,” 

Moran said. “This administration has indicated they’re going to review the policy and start 

from scratch.” 
 

CNBC 
London, United Kingdom 

16 March 2017 
 

As further US airlines exit Cuba, what does the future hold for US-Cuba relations? 
Karen Gilchrist | 
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Cuban and US flags are seen on balconies in Havana 

 

U.S. airlines Silver Airways and Frontier Airlines have become the latest to bow out of Cuba due to 

weakened demand, posing new questions about the U.S's future relationship with its former Cold War foe. 

For a brief period under President Barack Obama, longstanding tensions appeared to be easing. But now, 

as the White House conducts a "full review" of U.S.-Cuba policies, diplomatic relations between the two 

neighbors look as uncertain as ever. 

 

Indications so far suggest that President Donald Trump would be loath to continue the détente initiated by 

his predecessor, which sought to loosen travel restrictions and barriers to trade implemented more than 50 

years earlier. During campaigning, the now President tweeted his condemnation of human rights abuses 

conducted by Cuba's totalitarian government. Then, last week, Cuba's President Raúl Castro made his first 

public retort, describing President Trump's policies as "egotistical" and "irrational". 

 

However, President Trump also has a pro-business agenda to ally. A number of U.S. companies took 

advantage of Obama's executive order and efforts to restrict business freedoms will not come easily. Indeed, 

it would not go unnoticed that Trump built his fortune on the tourism industry and his organization 

reportedly once sought to pursue possible business interests on the island. 

 

So where does President Trump go from here - and how should business respond? 

http://www.cnbc.com/karen-gilchrist/
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President Donald Trump steps off Air Force One upon arrival at Andrews Air Force Base in Maryland 

on March 19, 2017, after spending the weekend at his Mar-a-Lago estate in Florida. 

 

What are companies currently doing? 

 

Airline carriers Delta, jetBlue and American Airlines were some of the first to capitalise on Obama's 

policies. In the first year after restrictions were lifted, travel to Cuba by U.S. citizens grew 77 percent. 

However, a recent surplus of carriers and weakening demand have caused some national airlines to reduce 

services, while regional carriers Frontier Airlines and Silver Airways are to suspend their Cuba services 

entirely. 

 

"Lack of demand coupled with overcapacity by the larger airlines has made the Cuban routes unprofitable 

for all carriers. As a result, Silver has made the difficult but necessary decision to suspend its Cuba service 

effective April 22, 2017. It is not in the best interest of Silver and its team members to behave in the same 

irrational manner as other airlines," Silver Airways said in a press note. 

 

Trade association Airlines for America told CNBC it is currently "working with government" to secure an 

adequate framework between the two destinations. 

 

Meanwhile, delivery services company FedEx announced this month that it is delaying the implementation 

of its regularly scheduled cargo service to Cuba by six months to address "operational challenges in the 

Cuban market." 

 

These challenges are also acutely felt by entrepreneurial start-ups on the island. Chad Olin, president of 

U.S. Tour operator Cuba Candela, set up his business to facilitate U.S. tourists under President Obama's 

normalisation programme. He now faces an uncertain wait under the White House's policy review. 

 

"Although the new U.S. administration has introduced some uncertainty to the continued improvement of 

U.S.-Cuba relations, we are cautiously optimistic that relaxed travel rules will not be repealed," Olin told 

CNBC. 

 

John Kavulich, president of the U.S-Cuba Trade and Economic Council, regularly deals with businesses 

and policy makers with interests in the U.S. and Cuba and indicated that more still are in a state of limbo. 

 

"U.S. companies are hesitant to re-engage or engage due to the uncertainty about what the Trump 

administration will or will not do with respect to Cuba," he explained, adding indications that the White 

House may intend to rescind certain freedoms. 
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People take to the streets of Florida with Cuban flags 

Potential hurdles 

 

If it is the case, however, that the new administration wishes to repeal President Obama's executive order, 

it won't be without litigation issues from current business license holders, noted Kavulich. A more likely 

scenario, at least in the short term, would be a partial freeze on issuance while the U.S. confirms its position, 

he said, noting conversations heard within government and the business community. 

 



"There is not a desire to issue further (business) licenses, but also an acknowledgement that some license 

applications are and will be legitimate," he said. 

 

Christopher Sabatini, lecturer of international relations and policy at Columbia University, agreed that full 

reinstatement of the trade embargo would be unpopular, particularly in Florida, a crucial swing state which 

helped secure President Trump's election. 

 

"Some of the entrepreneurial concession will be hard to roll back because people's lives rely on them," 

Sabatini told CNBC, referring to Florida businesses which export to Cuba. Such moves would make the 

President very unpopular, he said: "You would see protests on the streets if they were removed." 

 

"Big ticket" items, such as large corporates, would be easier to remove, Sabatini suggested. 
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Political contention 

 

As well as on the streets, Florida is likely to have an influential role in policy at a Congressional level, too. 

Marco Rubio, U.S. Senator for Florida, is one of six hard-line Cuban American members of Congress who 

believe President Castro's government is deeply untrustworthy and are likely to push for a retightening of 

policy. 

 

"This (Cuban sanctions) is a concession President Trump can make to a very powerful constituency in 

Congress," said Sabatini, who remarked that the President may be keen to maintain his perceived 

favourability among Floridians. Last month, President Trump met with Senator Rubio and told a press 

conference of their "very similar views on Cuba." 

 

Such a concession may also be necessary given the complexity of the issue, notes Sebastian Arcos, associate 

director of the Cuban Research Institute at Florida International University. 

"President Trump will delegate his Cuba policy to others he trusts and he assumes understand the issue 

better." 

 

"That means people like Senator Rubio or Congressman Mario Diaz-Balart will be quite influential in 

defining the new policy. 

 

"We don't know yet what such policy will look like, but based on the few signals from the Trump 

administration, it will be less congenial than Mr Obama's," Arcos noted. 
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A new era for Cuba? 

 

Such hard-line members of Congress clearly criticize the reform agenda for further embedding repression, 

which has dogged the island for decades. They claim that new businesses and tourist dollars only serve to 

further fund the Castro regime and aggravate segregation on the island. 

 

Trump's adviser Helen Aguirre Ferre said last week that the administration has not seen Cuba make any 

"concessions" despite "all the things it has been given." 

 



However, Cuba has clearly been changing. Citizens are now more globally connected than ever before, 

benefiting from improved telecommunication services and internet connectivity, and certain legacies of  

Obama's reform agenda will not be undone.  With citizens now more exposed to the freedoms enjoyed by 

democratic societies, including more private industry and gradually increasing - albeit still limited - access 

to a free press, President Trump now stands at a crucial juncture for U.S.-Cuba relations: continue pursuing 

reforms or return to isolation tactics. 

 

Donald J. Trump  

✔@realDonaldTrump 

If Cuba is unwilling to make a better deal for the Cuban people, the Cuban/American people and the U.S. 

as a whole, I will terminate deal. 

9:02 AM - 28 Nov 2016 

 24,52524,525 Retweets 

 84,18084,180 likes 

 

President Castro has stated his intentions to step down in 2018 which could provide President Trump with 

greater leverage in his aims to create a "better deal for the Cuban people." Tactical diplomatic negotiations 

could secure greater democratic freedoms for Cuban citizens if the President is willing to engage with his 

political opponent – an enviably legacy for any President. 

 

However, it remains a big if. 

 

When contacted by CNBC, the White House and the Trump Organization were not available for comment. 
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Weak demand prompts two U.S. airlines to cancel Cuba service 
 

 
Water cannons salute a Frontier plane as it takes off from Miami International Airport on its inaugural flight 

to Havana on Dec. 1, 2016. The airline is canceling the route in June. Frontier Airlines 

 

BY MIMI WHITEFIELD 

Miami Herald 

 

The shake-up continues in the Cuba travel business with two U.S. airlines announcing Monday that they 

planned to cancel their routes to the island. 

 

Fort Lauderdale-based Silver Airways said it had made “the difficult but necessary” decision to suspend all 

its Cuba service on April 22. It had originally hoped to serve all nine of the Cuban cities outside Havana 

that the U.S. Department of Transportation had authorized for regularly scheduled flights from the United 

States to Cuba. 

 

Frontier is canceling its Miami-Havana route on June 4 due to higher than anticipated costs and lower than 

expected demand. “Market conditions have failed to materialize there, and excess capacity has been 

allocated to the Florida-Cuba market,” the airline said in a statement. 
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Frontier launched its service to Cuba on Dec. 1, 2016 with a special introductory one-way fare of $59 on 

the Miami-Havana route. The low-cost carrier had planned its daily flights to and from Havana so that 

Frontier passengers coming from Denver and Las Vegas could make easy one-stop connections in Miami. 

 

The Denver-based airline noted that more than 80 percent of its “new routes have succeeded over the past 

few years, yet circumstances sometimes prevent us from achieving our objectives.” 

 

Last year there was a mad scramble as U.S. airlines applied to DOT for the first flight frequencies to Cuba 

in more than half a century. Part of the enthusiasm was based on the assumption that the travel opening that 

began under former President Barack Obama would continue. 

 

But U.S. travelers still can only visit the island if they fall into 12 specific categories of travel such as family 

visits and those making people-to-people, humanitarian or educational trips. U.S. travel to the island is 

supposed to be purposeful, ruling out vacations baking on the beach like Canadian and European tourists. 

 

President Donald Trump also has ordered a review of all Obama’s executive orders on Cuba, leaving the 

future of his Cuba policy still up in the air. Some of the forbidden-fruit, pent-up-demand aspect of Cuban 

travel that was so much in evidence in 2015 and 2016 has faded too. 

 

“This lack of demand coupled with overcapacity by the larger airlines has made the Cuban routes 

unprofitable for all carriers,” Silver said in statement. 

 

JetBlue recently decided to put smaller planes on its Cuba routes, and in mid-February American Airlines 

cut its daily flights to Cuba from 13 to 10. Silver, which flies out of Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood 

International Airport, had already reduced frequencies on some of its Cuba routes before it decided to throw 

in the towel. 

 

Silver Airways was granted flight frequencies to nine Cuban cities outside Havana and it had begun serving 

all but the airport in Cayo Largo, which the Transportation Security Administration hasn’t approved for 

operations from the United States. 

 

“Silver has maintained from the beginning that these smaller Cuba markets — which are similar to its 

successful network and fleet strategy in Florida and the Bahamas — are best suited for Silver’s smaller 

aircraft type,” the airline said. Silver has been using 34-seat aircraft on its Cuba routes. 

 

“While the actual total number of passengers currently traveling to and from Cuba on all carriers combined 

is in line with what Silver originally projected, other airlines continue to serve this market with too many 

flights and oversized aircraft, which has led to an increase in capacity of approximately 300 percent between 

the U.S. and Cuba,” said Silver. 

 

But Silver plans to continue monitoring Cuba routes and “will consider resuming service in the future if the 

commercial environment changes.” 

 

John Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council, said he had heard that Silver is 

considering applying for the Miami-Havana route that Frontier is abandoning, but Silver didn’t confirm 

that, saying only that it would continue monitoring Cuba routes. 

 

 

Sun-Sentinel 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

14 March 2017 
 

Silver Airways to suspend Cuba service, may re-apply 
 

Cindy Kent 

Reporter 

http://www.sun-sentinel.com/sfl-cindy-kent-bio-staff.html#nt=byline


 

Silver Airways of Fort Lauderdale was the first U.S. airline to book regularly scheduled flights to Cuba. 

Now that others have stampeded into the market, the small regional carrier is suspending service to the 

Communist island effective Aopril 22.  

 

In an announcement to the office of John S. Kavulich, president of U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council 

Inc., 

 

The company said a lack of demand combined with overcapacity by larger airlines made its Cuba route 

unprofitable for the Fort Lauderdale-based carrier. 

 

Misty Pinson, director of communication for Silver Airways, in a statement said that while the actual total 

number of passengers currently traveling to and from Cuba on all carriers combined is in line with what 

Silver originally projected, other airlines continue to serve this market with too many flights and oversized 

aircraft, which has led to an increase in capacity of approximately 300% between the U.S. and Cuba. 

 

Silver has maintained from the beginning that these smaller Cuba markets – which are similar to its 

successful network and fleet strategy in Florida and the Bahamas – are best suited for Silver’s smaller 

aircraft type, says Pinson. 

 

In addition to overcapacity, other issues have also contributed to the company’s decision: distribution 

through online travel agencies and codeshare agreements have been unavailable since airlines began 

servicing Cuba last fall. Now, six months later, this issue is still not fully resolved, resulting in depressed 

demand, the company says. 

 

Silver Airways will continue to grow its Florida and Bahamas network and its fleet transition strategy to 

serve more markets further into the Caribbean and other destinations from its key hubs with longer range 

aircraft. 

 

In addition,Denver, Colorado-based Frontier Airlines is exiting its Miami – Havana route after June 4. As 

a result, Silver Airways is considering re-applying for the rights to serve Havana, as it continues to monitor 

the market. 

 

“In the Cuba world, we have two carriers announce they are ending or lessening their services, joining other 

large carriers in changes based on market reality,” said Kavulich. “What we have now is we are all awaiting 

policy changes from the Trump administration that will have an impact on travel.” 

 

EFE 
Madrid, Spain 

9 March 2017 
 

John Kavulich: Obama será recordado como el mayor 'quebrantador' del régimen cubano 

 

Ivonne Malaver 

 

Miami (EE.UU.), 9 mar (EFE).- John Kavulich, presidente del Consejo Comercial y Económico EEUU-

Cuba, dijo hoy que el expresidente Barack Obama quedará en la historia como el "último salvavidas de la 

revolución cubana" y el mayor "quebrantador" del régimen. 

 

En entrevista con Efe, Kavulich señaló que el Gobierno cubano aún se está "beneficiando" de los 12.000 

millones de dólares que dejó durante dos años el proceso de apertura del Gobierno Obama (2009-2017) con 

la isla, pero que esta nación ahora está más sometida a la "rendición de cuentas". 

 

"Obama va a quedar en la historia como el último de los salvavidas de la revolución cubana, porque ya no 

había más personalidades (gobiernos) disponibles para salvar Cuba", precisó. 

 



El presidente del Consejo, que reúne a compañías estadounidenses interesadas en aumentar el comercio con 

la isla, manifestó que Obama abrió una oportunidad para que los cubanos vieran "más de lo que el Gobierno 

cubano quería que vieran" gracias a internet y una mayor actividad comercial. 

 

El líder empresarial indicó que con todas las críticas que ha podido afrontar Obama por ese acercamiento 

con Cuba, se le debe acreditar que provocó una gran "ruptura en el Gobierno de Cuba". 

 

Señaló que hace unos cinco años el régimen de la isla tenía "el poder de controlar la narrativa porque 

siempre había alguien que lo iba a rescatar, pero eso ya no existe". 

 

"Sí, al Gobierno cubano le gustan más visitantes, más dinero, pero Obama también desató un enfoque hacia 

la independencia de los cubanos", manifestó Kavulich. 

 

Agregó que el proceso representó una inspiración de libertad para la juventud y el tema comenzó a ser 

cubierto por los medios de comunicación y discutido en círculos políticos como nunca antes. 

 

"Alguien que quiera que Cuba cambie no debería estar en total desacuerdo con lo bueno de una ruptura", 

afirmó Kavulich, quien participará este viernes en un foro en Miami (Florida) sobre el establecimiento de 

negocios con la isla. 

 

Por otro lado, Kavulich describió como un "gran error" que ninguno de los dos países se preparasen para 

un gobierno de Donald Trump, ganador en las elecciones de noviembre pasado en EE.UU. 

 

En ese sentido, el dirigente empresarial criticó, entre otras cosas, que Obama ha debido impulsar más al 

empresariado a la hora de hacer más negocios con Cuba, al indicar que solo unas 40 empresas 

estadounidenses mantienen ese intercambio. 

 

"En la comunidad empresarial él (Obama) pudo hacer más y decidió no hacerlo, pero en el impacto general 

del proceso creó una ruptura", matizó. 

"El presidente Obama sentó las bases, en lo positivo y negativo, y Trump tendrá la posibilidad de construir 

sobre ellas, pero solo podrá construir lo que el Gobierno cubano le permita, al igual que lo hizo con el 

Gobierno de Obama", señaló. 

 

Explicó que el republicano tendrá la opción de "escarbar más profundo en lo que hizo y no hizo Obama" 

en su proceso de deshielo con Cuba, que el demócrata inició a finales de 2014. 

 

Kavulich señaló que Trump tendrá "una oportunidad extraordinaria en Cuba" si así lo decide. 

 

El experto indicó que sí lo hará "porque el presidente Trump ama la imagen de ser contundente, influyente, 

poderoso y de poder negociar, y Cuba va a presentar tremendas oportunidades para él, eso va a ser 

increíblemente atractivo". 

 

Por otro lado, señaló que el republicano estará en "una posición única" en febrero de 2018 cuando el 

presidente Raúl Castro ceda el poder, previsiblemente, al vicepresidente Miguel Díaz-Canel. 

 

Trump "va a estar allí para la transición y para más de dos años de gobierno de Díaz-Canel, eso es una 

oportunidad extraordinaria porque además Cuba no va a tener otro salvavidas, ya sea un país o un líder de 

algún país", concluyó Kavulich. 
 

Inside US Trade 
Arlington, Virginia 

10 March 2017 
 

Rep. Crawford sees opening for Cuba agriculture bill, but administration's stance remains unknown 

March 10, 2017 

 



Arkansas Republican Rep. Rick Crawford expressed confidence this week that his bill to allow U.S. 

agriculture exporters to extend credit to Cuban buyers is gaining support in Congress, but where President 

Trump and the White House stand on the idea – and Cuba policy in general – remains largely unclear. 

 

Crawford, during a March 9 conference call hosted by Business Forward, said his bill, HR 525, is “gaining 

traction” in Congress and is under review by the Trump administration. “If we can get the bill marked up 

and moved to the floor, I believe we can pass this,” he said. 

 

Crawford said he has spoken with administration officials and “the idea that it doesn’t fit with the Trump 

administration is not accurate.” His legislation, Crawford said, is an opportunity to expand bilateral trade, 

which Trump has shown a preference for relative to other trade arrangements. 

 

The Agriculture Department during the Obama administration released reports stating that getting rid of the 

prohibition on extending private credit and financing to Cuba could vastly expand exports of a wide range 

of U.S. crops to Cuba. 

 

But John Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council, told Inside U.S. Trade in an 

interview that such legislation has little chance of passing because Republican leaders in Congress remain 

opposed to opening up trade with Cuba. Three Republican House members and three senators are of Cuban 

descent, he noted, suggesting that GOP leaders are unlikely to rock the boat with those groups by backing 

a Cuba trade bill. 

 

Crawford, for his part, argued on the call that there is bipartisan backing for the bill and said that once it 

hits a “critical mass” of support, congressional leaders will understand that it is a “serious initiative.” 

 

Asked on the call if the bill could or should move along with any action to restore the U.S. Export-Import 

Bank’s quorum to allow it to approve export financing over $10 million, Crawford said no; tying the two 

issues together could sap political support from his Cuba bill, he said. 

“We’re walking a fairly delicate line here of trying to maintain a balance of garnering a support of a group 

of folks who have been opposed to what we’ve been trying to do,” he said, referring to lawmakers from 

south Florida. “They’re at the table with us instead of working against us.” 

 

The bill has 36 cosponsors -- 26 Republicans and 10 Democrats. It was referred to the House Agriculture 

Committee on Jan. 13. 

 

On a broader Cuba trade issue, the president of Engage Cuba, James Williams, who was on the call with 

Crawford, said that his conversations with administration officials suggest to him that specific licenses for 

transactions in Cuba that are already in place are not going to be touched by the Trump administration. 

Engage Cuba is a coalition of companies pushing to open up trade in Cuba. 

 

General licenses issued under the Obama administration, on the other hand, will be “evaluated” by the 

Trump administration, but that process is still in its infancy, Williams said. 

 

A general license authorizes particular transactions for an entity without compelling that entity to apply for 

permission from the Office of Foreign Assets Control in the Treasury Department. A specific license is a 

document provided by OFAC to an entity authorizing a specific transaction in response to a written license 

application. 

 

Kavulich, however, argued that it is still too early in the Trump administration to know, or even guess, how 

U.S. policy toward Cuba will evolve. 

 

Inaction by the Trump administration – in not revoking general or specific licenses granted by the Obama 

administration, or in cracking down on enforcement – does not necessarily mean Trump is going to take a 

soft approach to Cuba, he added. 

 

Two factors could make it less likely that Trump officials decide to revoke either general or specific 

licenses, Kavulich said. 

 



First, revoking either type of license could result in litigation against the government brought by affected 

companies. Second, Trump may be hesitant to cut the legal legs on which some ongoing business with Cuba 

stands, Kavulich said. The latter point may incentivize companies to more aggressively expand their 

footprints in Cuba, he said. 

 

But even without revoking general or specific licenses, the Trump administration could strangle U.S.-Cuba 

commercial operations, Kavulich noted. For example, the administration could order Customs and Border 

Patrol to more aggressively enforce regulations governing individuals traveling to Cuba, such as the need 

to provide a complete journal of a trip or a mandate to provide receipts proving purchases were made from 

independent Cubans. – Jack Caporal 

 

Air Cargo World 
New York, New York 

6 March 2017 
 

 

Economic realities slow U.S. aviation ambitions in Cuba  
 

by Lewis King  

 

Following an epidemic of delays and capacity reductions by American carriers, FedEx has filed for a six-

month extension to inaugurate U.S.- Cuba scheduled, all-cargo air services. The Memphis-based integrator 

cited “inextricable dynamics, such as securing and establishing business relationships with Cuban service 

providers, in relation to air operations support services, customs clearance, and ground/delivery 

operations.” 

 

 
777 FedEx C-1 Takeoff 

 

Originally slated to start by April 15, 2017, FedEx is requesting more time to establish operations. 

 

FedEx is the only U.S. cargo carrier with routes to Cuba, and troubled “business relationships” are a further 

indication that this may be the case for some time. While Cuba still operates under a planned economy 

dominated by state-run enterprises, private enterprise is taking off at the economic periphery. But the market 

in Cuba may not yet be able to support the sort of business that U.S. companies hoped for when the market 

opened. 

 

John S. Kavulich, president of the U.S.- Cuba Trade and Economic Council, explained that there was a 

simple “lack of demand,” and noted that the latest delay from FedEx was “terrible optics” for trade relations, 

just as President Trump formulates his administration’s policies between the two countries. “It’s not the 

market U.S. companies would like to see,” Kavulich concluded. 

 

The Cuban government has remained silent on the matter so far, but there is little evidence that the 

communist country is going out of its way to facilitate air cargo and general aviation interconnectedness 

with its northern neighbor. 

 

The US Department of Transportation (USDoT) mandated that FedEx inaugurate its U.S.- Cuba air services 

within 90 days of its requested Jan. 15, 2017 start-up date, or by April 15, 2017. However, FedEx has now 

requested that its U.S.- Cuba air services start-up date be extended until Oct. 15. 
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Tampa cruises will add millions to Cuban economy  

 

Paul Guzzo, Times Staff Writer  

 

 
Associated Press.  Carnival’s Adonia ship from Miami arrives in Havana, Cuba, on May 2. For 2017 and 2018, 22 voyages are scheduled to Cuba 

from Port Tampa Bay, which could add millions to the Cuban economy, according to the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council. 

 

TAMPA — Major cruise lines will start sailing from Port Tampa Bay to Havana in the coming months, 

with possibly more than 40,000 passengers spread out over 22 voyages who could add more than $5 million 

to the Cuban economy this year and next. 

 

These statistics are from a new report by the New York-based U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council, 

which crunches numbers on business between the two nations.  John Kavulich, president of the council, 

said he based his figures on if the ships are at full passenger capacity. 

 

For 2017, Royal Caribbean Cruises has 10 cruises from Tampa scheduled onboard its 1,602-passenger 

Empress of the Seas with a stop of one day and night in Havana. The first departs on April 30. 

 

Last week, Carnival Corp. announced it will have 12 cruises from Tampa for 2017 and 2018 that offer one 

day and night in Havana. The first departs on June 29 and all will sail on the 2,052-passenger Carnival 

Paradise. 

 

Cruise passengers typically spend $75 per day on things like meals and souvenirs, Kavulich said.  In Cuba, 

these expenditures can be done with private or state-run businesses. 

 

More than 40,000 passengers can be brought to Cuba on these cruises out of Tampa.   

 

"Added to this is the berthing fee for the vessel, which varies depending upon size, and then payments for 

tours," Kavulich said. 

 

The porting costs are paid to the Cuban government. Educational sightseeing tours are conducted in 

partnerships with state-run agencies.  It is against U.S. law to visit Cuba purely for tourism. Instead, the trip 

must fall under one of 12 legal reasons such as research, sports competition or education. Cruise passengers 

will fit under education. 

 

So, while passengers on these 22 cruises from Tampa can partake in touristy activities such as snorkeling 

or lying on the beach during other stops on their journey, including Cozumel and Key West, their experience 

in Havana must include a learning component. 

 

Carnival's website, for instance, says passengers will visit Havana's Central Park and the Cathedral of the 

Virgin Mary built in the 1700s and then see a cabaret show. 

 

http://www.tampabay.com/writers/paul-guzzo


Whether one day is enough time to learn about the nation is up to the passenger, said Tom Popper, president 

of New York-based InsightCuba, which has been leading American tour groups there since 2000. 

 

"How many questions will they ask? How closely will they listen and watch?" Popper said.  "Havana is not 

a typical Caribbean destination, where larger ships often visit for a day. It has a rich cultural heritage." 

 

Passengers will also have free time to explore Cuba, or they can return to the ship for cruise activities. 

 

In 2015, President Barack Obama restored diplomatic ties with Cuba for the first time in five decades. Air 

travel has resumed between the nations, and now cruise lines give travelers another way to visit. 

 

Whether Americans' ability to travel to Cuba is temporary or permanent remains unknown. President 

Donald Trump has stated he will roll back Obama's Cuba initiatives if he doesn't get a better deal out of 

Cuban President Raúl Castro. Trump has yet to provide specifics. 

 

In late January, Gov. Rick Scott threatened to cut funds from any Florida port that enters into a business 

agreement with the Cuban government.  In response, ports that planned on signing memorandums of 

understandings with Cuba to seek out future business possibilities decided against doing so.  However, this 

threat has no effect on cruise lines, which are private businesses that lease space from ports. 

 

When the more than 30 cruise ships to Cuba out of Miami for 2017-2018 are added to those sailing from 

Tampa, more than 110,000 such passengers and an $11 million economic impact could be brought to the 

island, according to the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council. 

 

 

Miami Herald 
Miami, Florida 

17 February 2017 

 
Florida ports send $65 million in goods to Cuba even as governor tries to stop trade expansion  

  

 
The first true imports from Cuba in more than 50 years arrived at Port Everglades on Jan. 24, 2017. The shipment was small, just two containers 

of artisanal charcoal. But many other products move back and forth between Florida and Cuba. José A. Iglesias jiglesias@elnuevoherald.com 

 

By Mimi Whitefield 

 

Humanitarian shipments, frozen chicken parts, chocolate bars, empty beer kegs from the U.S. Naval Station 

at Guantánamo Bay, medicine, even a traveling Bible exhibit. 

 

These items and more have flowed through the state’s ports and airports headed to or returning from Cuba 

even though Gov. Rick Scott doesn’t think any Florida port should be doing business with the “Cuban 

dictatorship.”  

 

The governor’s statements recently scuttled plans by two Florida ports to sign a cooperation agreement, 

known as a memorandum of understanding, with the Cuban port administration, and Scott also put wording 

in his 2017 budget recommendation that would withhold funding for port improvements from ports that 

expand trade with Cuba. 

 

In a note to a $176.6 million recommendation for improvements at Florida’s seaports, the governor said no 

state funds can be “allocated to infrastructure projects that result in the expansion of trade with the Cuban 

dictatorship because of their continued human rights abuses.”  

http://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/comity/broward/article128866679.html


 

Now it’s up to Florida legislators to decide whether to leave that wording in the budget when the session 

convenes March 7. 

 

McKinley Lewis, the governor’s deputy communications director, later clarified that the governor’s proviso 

language would only apply to the business a port itself might carry out with Cuba — not to port users. It 

was “directed at the ports, not private companies,” he said. “Any private company will have to make their 

own decisions regarding their partnership or involvement with the Castro dictatorship.” 

 

That means a cruise line that leaves from Port Tampa Bay or PortMiami with ports of call in Cuba wouldn’t 

jeopardize state funding for those ports. Neither would a shipment of frozen chickens carried by a Crowley 

ship from Port Everglades to Mariel, Cuba. But a port signing an MOU with Cuba or agreeing to joint 

marketing studies would be verboten if Scott’s proviso language stays in the budget. 

 

John Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Business Council, said the budget wording is confusing: “The 

vagueness of the wording was precisely what Gov. Scott and his staff sought — to create uncertainty and, 

as a result, negatively impact the desire of exporters in the United States to engage in commerce with Cuba.” 

 

It’s important to note that Florida ports don’t actually trade with Cuba. Their private customers do. 

“We don’t have any authority to tell port users who they can do business with,” said Ellen Kennedy, a Port 

Everglades spokeswoman. “We just have land leases with them. The port is like a shopping mall. We lease 

the space to tenants but we don’t sell the T-shirts.” 

 

The U.S. embargo against Cuba limits trade between the United States and the island, but an analysis for 

the Miami Herald by Datamyne, a trade data company, shows steady traffic between several Florida airports 

and seaports and Cuba. It totaled almost $65 million last year. 

 

Humanitarian donations, as well as food and agricultural products and pharmaceuticals and medical 

supplies can be legally exported to Cuba. So can products exported to support the services of regularly 

scheduled airlines flying to the island. Also included in the totals are products shipped to and from the 

Guantánamo Naval base. 

 

For the entire year of 2015, the Datamyne analysis showed that Port Everglades, PortMiami, Miami 

International Airport, Jacksonville, Port Tampa Bay and Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 

— tallied $57.2 million worth of exports to Cuba. 

 

But last year, Datamyne found only three Florida seaports — Port Everglades, Miami and Jacksonville — 

and MIA sent exports to Cuba, and the total fell to $46.4 million because frozen chicken shipped from 

Jacksonville plummeted from $27.2 million to just $765,606 in 2016. 

 

What did Florida ports send to Cuba in 2016? The biggest category: frozen chickens and chicken parts. 

Nearly $28 million worth headed to Cuba.  

 

Among the U.S. companies that exported to Cuba were AJC International, one of the world’s leading 

poultry marketers; Koch Foods, Intervision Foods, an Atlanta-based company that ships meat and poultry 

all over the world, and Globex International, a New York supplier of poultry and meat products. 

 

Other products exported to Cuba included $2.2 million worth of charity and relief donations [although the 

numbers don’t capture products that Cuban Americans personally transport to friends and family in Cuba], 

more than $3 million worth of chocolate bars and cocoa preparations, $4.1 million worth of cookies, and 

$1.3 million in medicine in measured doses. 

 

Florida ports sent more than $1million worth of clothing donations, more than $730,000 worth of catheters 

and medical needles, $402,000 in pharmaceutical donations, and a smattering of other products ranging 

from bicycle lights, beer, broths/soups and bread to carpets, hand tools, blankets, artists’ paints, whiskey 

and books.  

 



The U.S. embargo against Cuba precludes most true imports from the island. In 2015, those exceptions 

added up to $61.95 million worth of goods from Cuba shipped to five Florida ports — Jacksonville, Miami, 

Port Everglades, Tampa Bay and Fort Pierce, according to a Datamyne analysis of bills of lading. 

 

In 2016, imports from Cuba handled by Florida ports fell to $18.5 million. 

 

Import shipments  

 

A rule change last year that allows the import of some products and agricultural goods produced by Cuba’s 

self-employed sector could boost imports from Cuba. Last month, two containers of artisan charcoal 

produced by a private workers cooperative in Cuba arrived at Port Everglades. It was the first true import 

shipment from Cuba in more than 50 years. 

 

What has been counted as imports from Cuba over the past two years are mostly returned empty containers, 

furniture and personal belonging being shipped back from the U.S. Embassy in Havana and from 

Guantánamo and personal cars — 2005 Chevy Tahoe, 2012 Toyota Prius, 2007 Ford Mustang — used to 

tool around the base that are coming back home with their owners. 

But there are more intriguing entries among the imports from Cuba last year: 13 self-inflating life rafts from 

Guantánamo, troop gear, stage equipment used in the Rolling Stones’ Havana concert in March, and the 

return of a traveling Bible exhibit. 

 

The exhibit from the Museum of the Bible in Oklahoma City went on display from Feb. 6 to March 13 last 

year at the Catedral de Nuestra Señora de la Asunción in Santiago de Cuba. It focused on the Bible’s impact 

on Cuba’s history and featured rare texts and manuscripts, including the first complete Bible in Spanish. 

The museum is chaired by Steve Green, president of Hobby Lobby, subject of a landmark Supreme Court 

case that found corporations controlled by religious families can’t be required to cover contraceptives for 

female workers under the Affordable Care Act. 

 

In partnership with the American Bible Society and the Archbishop of Cuba, the museum also sent 75 

artifacts and pieces of art from its collection to Cuba in 2014 for display at the Havana Cathedral. 

 

Some analysts question why the governor’s stance on port business applies only to Cuba and not to other 

Florida trading partners such as China and Venezuela that also have troubling human rights records. 

S. Fla airports and seaports  

 

South Florida airports and seaports recorded $6.7 billion in trade with China last year and it was the region’s 

third most important trading partner. PortMiami also has sister seaport agreements, which are similar to 

MOUs, with the Port of Xiamen and Shanghai International Port. 

 

Some say Scott is being short-sighted in trying to discourage legal trade with Cuba. 

 

“I don’t like to see a state do what’s out of step with the federal government. Whatever federal law says on 

trade, a port should be able to do,” said Lee Sandler, who specializes in Customs and international trade 

law. “I don’t think a state should try to limit opportunities.” 

 

Sandler said there are “bona fide sensitivities” in the local community about Cuba, but the bottom line is: 

“Our ports need to be able to compete.” 

 

Scott said he is all for trade — just not with Cuba. “Trade is a significant opportunity for us,” Scott said 

during a recent speech at a Coral Gables meeting of the Association of American Chambers of Commerce 

in Latin America and the Caribbean. “My job is to figure out how we get more trade.” 

 

Other states that are in the thick of competition for cargo don’t seem to have a problem exploring business 

opportunities with Cuba. Since the U.S. rapprochement with Cuba began on Dec. 17, 2014, governors from 

eight states — Colorado, New York, Arkansas, Texas, Virginia, Missouri, Louisiana and West Virginia — 

have visited the island. 

 

Cuba already has signed MOUs with the Port of Virginia, the Alabama State Port Authority and the ports 

of New Orleans and Lake Charles. 

http://www.miamiherald.com/opinion/opn-columns-blogs/carl-hiaasen/article130682629.html


 

“Ports are a highly competitive business,” said Kavulich, “and if a state creates impediments, there are state 

capitols awaiting opportunities to audition for additional revenue — and the economic impact that a thriving 

port or ports provide to a state, county, city, and town.” 

 

Cuba’s port  

 

As Cuba expands its new container port at Mariel and dredges it so it can handle NeoPanamax vessels, the 

big ships that now transit the expanded Panama Canal, it is trying to set itself up for a future as a trans-

shipment port. 

 

As part of that effort, a Cuban business and port delegation recently concluded a 12-day visit to the United 

States that took it from Port Houston to the Port of Virginia in Norfolk with stops at New Orleans, Port 

Everglades, the Port of Palm Beach, Washington D.C. and the Port of Tampa Bay. 

 

The Cuban port delegation’s recent visit to New Orleans concluded with a dinner with Louisiana Economic 

Development Secretary Don Pierson and officials from the five deep-water ports on the Lower Mississippi 

River. “We have an unmatched port system here in Louisiana, and the leaders of those ports continue to 

prioritize trade with Cuba on many fronts,” said Pierson. 

 

Louisiana is the top U.S. exporting state to Cuba and has cumulatively sent more than $1.4 billion in legal 

exports to the island. Like Florida, it is a big exporter of frozen poultry. 

 

“We want Louisiana to be first in line to any new opportunities with Cuba, particularly the import, export 

and foreign direct investment possibilities that could range into the billions of dollars in the coming years,” 

Gov. John Bel Edwards said when a business delegation from his state visited Havana last October. 

 

Politico 
Arlington, Virginia 

13 February 2017 
 

FIVE FOR CUBA: Senate Agriculture Committee members Thad Cochran (R-Miss.), Michael Bennet (D-

Colo.) and Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) are planning to visit Cuba, Feb. 19-22, along with Sen. Tom Udall (D-

N.M.) and Rep. Jim McGovern (D-Mass.), a member of the House Agriculture Committee, according to 

John Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council Inc. Cochran, Leahy and Udall 

have signed on as co-sponsors to one of two bills that would remove restrictions on private financing for 

agricultural exports to Cuba. Kavulich has a running list of visits to Cuba by lawmakers and government 

officials. Read that here. 

 

The Miami Herald 
Miami, Florida 
6 February 2017 

 

One of Obama’s parting acts: Suspending lawsuit provision of Helms-Burton  

 

By Mimi Whitefield 

 

https://cd.politicopro.com/member/51167
https://cd.politicopro.com/member/69394
https://cd.politicopro.com/member/51206
https://cd.politicopro.com/member/51656
https://cd.politicopro.com/member/51512
https://www.politicopro.com/agriculture/whiteboard/2017/02/boozman-heitkamp-bill-would-allow-farm-exports-to-cuba-pair-with-crawford-bill-083328
https://www.politicopro.com/f/?id=0000015a-3709-d784-a5fb-3fbd678b0001


 
Before leaving office, former President Barack Obama suspended the lawsuit provision of the Helms-Burton Act for six months. Otherwise, 
properties such as the Port of Santiago, shown here, could be caught up in potential lawsuits. Mimi Whitefield mwhitefield@MiamiHerald.com  

 

In his last month in office, former President Barack Obama preempted what could have been one of 

President Donald Trump’s first actions on Cuba: he suspended a section of the Helms-Burton Act that 

allows former owners of commercial property expropriated by Cuba to sue foreign companies “trafficking” 

in those confiscated holdings. 

 

President Bill Clinton signed the Helms-Burton Act, which among other things sets strict conditions that 

must be met by Cuba before the U.S. embargo against the island is lifted, in 1996 soon after Cuba shot 

down two Brothers to the Rescue planes, resulting in the deaths of four South Florida pilots. 

 

But no one has ever filed suit because every U.S. president since has routinely suspended the lawsuit 

provision every six months. The fear has been that letting the lawsuits go forward would alienate important 

trading partners such as Canada and EU countries whose citizens have invested in Cuba. Opponents contend 

that Section III of Helms-Burton violates international treaties by attempting to punish foreign companies 

for business they conduct outside U.S. borders. 

 

On Jan. 4, former Secretary of State John Kerry notified Congress that Obama had suspended the lawsuit 

provision for another six months, effective Feb. 1. The Trump administration won’t be able to take action 

on the provision until this summer but it could make other changes in U.S. policy toward Cuba.  

 

White House press secretary Sean Spicer said at a briefing Friday that a “full review of all U.S. policies 

towards Cuba” is under way. “The president is committed to an agenda of ensuring human rights for all 

citizens throughout the world. And as we review those policies in Cuba, that will be forefront in their policy 

discussions,” Spicer said. 

 

Under Obama, there was a rapprochement with Cuba that included both countries reopening respective 

embassies, the signing of 22 agreements on topics of mutual interest, the resumption of regularly scheduled 

commercial airline and cruise service to Cuba, and a limited commercial and travel opening to the island. 

Trump has said variously that he would get a better deal than Obama and that he might consider shutting 

down the opening unless Cuba makes certain concessions. 

Section III of Helms-Burton was designed to have a chilling effect on foreign investment in Cuba. If the 

president doesn’t exercise a waiver, it would allow the preparation of lawsuits in U.S. federal courts against 

those using, for example, tourism properties, mining operations or seaports where there are prior claims.  

 

“There are individuals who maintain they have Title III-actionable claims relating to Jose Martí 

International Airport and the port at Santiago de Cuba,” said John Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba 

Trade and Economic Council. “United States-based air carriers and those from other countries could find 

their assets attached if they do not avoid the Republic of Cuba. Passenger cruise ships and cargo ships might 

avoid docking and unloading [in Santiago] for fear of expensive and enduring legal proceedings.” 

 

Cuba is actively courting foreign investors and says it needs foreign investment of around $2.5 billion a 

year to reach a goal of 7 percent annual economic growth. Since Cuba’s new foreign investment law went 

into effect in 2014, it has only attracted about $1.3 billion in investments. 

 

 

Travel Weekly 
Secaucus, New Jersey 

7 February 2017 
 

http://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/world/americas/cuba/article120954628.html
http://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/world/americas/cuba/article116773683.html


Empress of the Seas adds Havana port calls to more cruises 

 

By Tom Stieghorst  

 

Royal Caribbean International said seven additional sailings on the Empress of the Seas will feature port 

calls in Havana. 

 

Those are in addition to the four previously announced Cuba sailings, one from Miami and three from 

Tampa, scheduled through May. 

 

Royal Caribbean said the new sailings would run through November 2017. All will depart from Tampa. 

Royal Caribbean did not say whether it has approval from the Cuban government for additional arrivals. 

 

John Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council, in an analysis of the expansion, 

said the eleven sailings would represent .38% of the total passengers carried by the company in 2016 and 

represent .37% of gross revenue. 

 

Royal Caribbean said the new four- and five-night cruises would include day and overnight visits to 

Havana, along with stops in Key West, Fla., and Cozumel, Mexico. 

 

Argus Media 
London, United Kingdom 

3 February 2017 
 

Ports agreement signed between Cuba and Alabama 
 

New York, 3 February (Argus) — The National Port Administration of Cuba and the Alabama State Port 

Authority signed a five-year Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between Cuban ports and the Port of 

Mobile, Alabama on Thursday in Tampa, Florida. 

 

Ports in New Orleans, Houston and Norfolk, Virginia have already signed their own agreements with Cuba, 

but it was the first such agreement signed on US soil since 1959. 

 

Exports from Alabama to Cuba have primarily been frozen poultry and forest products, two of the items 

permitted by the Trade Sanctions Reform and Export Enhancement Act of 2000, which re-authorized the 

direct export of food products and agricultural commodities from the US to Cuba on a cash-only basis. 

 

The Port of Mariel, west of Havana on the island's north coast, has been discussed as a potential shipping 

hub in the region for Post-Panamax vessels, after the government of Brazil invested more than $700mn for 

a new port facility.  

 

But other countries in the region also share this aspiration and are unlikely to cede any advantage, said John 

Kavulich, president of the US-Cuba Trade and Economic Council. Links between Cuban and US ports 

could ultimately boost Mariel as a key transshipment and bunkering point for vessels in the Caribbean. 

 

In October, the US Treasury Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) amended the rule that previously 

prohibited vessels, unless specifically authorized, from calling on Cuba and then entering a US port within 

180 days of its departure from Cuba. 

 

A broader trade embargo dating back to 1963 is still in effect and can only be lifted by Congress, although 

the State Department in 2016 amended some embargo provisions. 

 

Port agreements with Cuban counterparts have met opposition at some US Gulf coast facilities.  

 

http://www.travelweekly.com/Tom-Stieghorst
http://www.travelweekly.com/Cruise-Travel/Empress-of-the-Seas-adds-Havana-port-calls-to-more-cruises
http://www.travelweekly.com/Cruise-Travel/Empress-of-the-Seas-adds-Havana-port-calls-to-more-cruises


The Port of Palm Beach cancelled a planned MOU signing with visiting Cuban port officials after Florida 

Governor Rick Scott asked the state's ports to "stop short" of signing any MOUs, Port of Palm Beach said 

in a 25 January statement. 

 

"[The Alabama MOU] is about establishing relationships and continuing to push for normalized trade with 

Cuba," said Judith Adams, VP of Marketing for the Alabama State Port Authority. 

 

The Street 
New York, New York 

3 February 2017 
 

Royal Caribbean Adds Seven More Sailings to Cuba in 2017 

 

Royal Caribbean (RCL) was approved to increase its Cuba sailings for 2017 to 11 from the four 

reported in January, John Kavulich, President of U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council said. 

 

Lindsay Rittenhouse  

 

Updated at 2:56 p.m. from original 12:47 version. 

 

Royal Caribbean Cruises (RCL) increased its Cuba sailings for 2017 to 11 from four, allowing 11,214 

more U.S. travelers to take advantage of improved relations with a country that was largely isolated from 

trading with the U.S. for more than 50 years. 

 

On Friday, Royal Caribbean received approval to open up 11 trips on its 1,602-passenger Empress of the 

Seas ship to Cuba from Tampa, Fla., plus one from Miami, up from its one trip from Miami and three from 

Tampa originally announced on Jan. 26, John Kavulich, President of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic 

Council, said in an email to TheStreet. 

 

The added trips allow Royal Caribbean to carry 17,622 passengers to Cuba from the original potential of 

6,408. The company [Council] estimated that it will generate $22.9 million from its Cuba sailings now, 

compared to the $8.3 million expected with only four trips, according to Kavulich. 

 

Royal Caribbean's Cuba sailings commence in April and are so far scheduled to continue through 

November. 

 

After President Barack Obama announced in December 2014 that he would lift the longstanding U.S. trade 

embargo on Cuba, cruise companies including Carnival (CCL) , Norwegian Cruise Line (NCLH) and 

Royal Caribbean took advantage of the business opportunities the revived relations opened up. 

 

Two months ago, Royal Caribbean and Norwegian received approval from the Cuban government to add 

sailings to the island. 

 

Shares of Royal Caribbean rose slightly to $94.70 midday on Friday. 

 

Politico 
Arlington, Virginia 

3 February 2017 
 

MISSING THE BOAT — “Port of Alabama signs agreement with Cuba that Florida ports can’t,” 

by Tampa Bay Times’ Paul Guzzo: “Alabama came to Tampa on Thursday to sign an agreement with 

Cuba. The sea port in Mobile and the sea port near Havana have pledged to do business with one another 

in the future — the kind of deal that three ports in Florida had worked toward until Gov. Rick Scott scuttled 

https://www.thestreet.com/author/1684735/lindsay-rittenhouse/all.html
https://www.thestreet.com/quote/RCL.html
https://www.thestreet.com/quote/CCL.html
https://www.thestreet.com/quote/NCLH.html
https://www.thestreet.com/story/13919683/1/norwegian-royal-caribbean-cruise-lines-approved-to-sail-to-cuba.html


them last week by threatening to pull their funding. 'This feels like Cuba's way of saying if Florida doesn't 

want our business, Alabama does,' said John Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic 

Council in New York. 'And they are coming onto your turf to do it.” http://bit.ly/2kXp6CD 

 

Miami Herald 
Miami, Florida 
2 February 2017 

 

Bill allowing private financing of food/agriculture exports to Cuba introduced in Senate  

 

 
In this file photo, Ben McClure examines a wheat stalk in a Reno County, Kan., wheat field.  Wheat growers 

in the Midwest could benefit from a bill that would lift restrictions on private financing of agricultural exports to Cuba. Travis Heying AP 

 

By Mimi Whitefield 

 

Two farm state senators reintroduced a bill Thursday aimed at making U.S. agricultural exports more 

competitive in the Cuban market by allowing private financing of ag exports. 

 

It was the first Cuba-related bill introduced since President Donald Trump has been in the White House. 

Three Cuba-related bills were reintroduced in the House in January before he took office. 

 

North Dakota Democratic Sen. Heidi Heitkamp and John Boozman, R-AZ, and a bipartisan group of 12 

senators reintroduced the Agricultural Export Expansion Act, which would lift a ban on private banks and 

companies offering credit for agricultural exports to Cuba. 

 

Current law requires upfront cash payments for agricultural exports to the island, which farm state 

legislators say puts them at a disadvantage when competing against exports from other countries whose 

exporters sell to Cuba on credit. 

 

“This small step would help level the playing field for American farmers and exporters while 

simultaneously exposing Cubans to American ideals, values and products. This bill is a win-win for 

American farmers and the Cuban people.” said Boozman. 

 

“Our farmers rely on exports, and exports help create more American jobs,” said Heitkamp. “Cuba is a 

natural market for North Dakota crops like dry beans, peas, and lentils, and there’s no good reason for us 

to restrict farmers’ export opportunities—which support good-paying American jobs—by continuing this 

outdated policy.” 

 

Our farmers rely on exports, and exports help create more American jobs.  

Sen. Heidi Heitkamp, D-ND 

 

Since 2001 when the first exports of agricultural and food products were allowed under the Trade Sanctions 

Reform and Export Enhancement Act, more than $5.3 billion worth of U.S. agriculture products have been 

sent to the island, according to the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council. 

 

In recent years such exports have dropped off from a high of $710.1 million in 2008 to $202.1 million last 

year. The main U.S. products exported in 2016 were frozen chicken, corn, and soybeans and soybean 

products.  

 

Cuba imports about $2 billion worth of food annually. 

http://bit.ly/2kXp6CD


 

“Being able to sell our commodities to Cuba just as easily as we sell to other markets like Mexico and 

Canada would be huge, especially for U.S.-grown rice,” said Jeff Rutledge, a Newport, Ark. rice farmer 

and president of the Arkansas Rice Council. 

 

Other factors that have impacted the level of U.S. food and agricultural sales to Cuba have been Havana’s 

lack of foreign exchange, shifting commodity prices, restrictions based on an avian flu outbreak in the 

United States that affected poultry exports in 2015, and a Cuban government policy that at times has 

rewarded companies that lobby for the lifting of the embargo. 

 

Senators Tom Udall (D-NM), Patrick Leahy (D-VT), Dick Durbin (D-IL), Amy Klobuchar (D-MN), Angus 

King (I-ME), Susan Collins (R-ME), Debbie Stabenow (D-MI), Tammy Baldwin (D-WI), Ron Wyden (D-

OR), Mark Warner (D-VA), Thad Cochran (R-MS) and Joe Donnelly (D-IN) joined in cosponsoring the 

agricultural financing bill, which was first introduced in 2015. 
 

 

Alabama Today 
Montgomery, Alabama 

2 February 2017 
 

Florida ports drop trade with Cuba, Port of Mobile to pick up slack  
 

 
 

By Staff Writer  

 

Alabama officials were in Tampa Thursday to ink a trade agreement with Cuba, one that Florida ports 

cannot. 

 

Seaports in Mobile and Havana are agreeing to do business in the future in a deal similar to one that had 

been between three ports in Florida. 

 

That is until last week, when Gov. Rick Scott threatened to pull funding to ports shipping to Cuba. 

 

John Kavulich, president of the New York-based U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council, told the 

Tampa Bay Times: “This feels like Cuba’s way of saying if Florida doesn’t want our business, Alabama 

does … And they are coming onto your turf to do it.” 

 

Representatives for Alabama and Cuba were attending “Planning for Shifting Trade,” an international 

conference sponsored by the American Association of Port Authorities, held at the Tampa Marriott 

Waterside Hotel & Marina. 

 

So far, the U.S. allows only a limited number of exports to Cuba, which is still under a trade embargo 

imposed half a century ago after Cuban leader Fidel Castro established communism on the island nation.  

 

A 2000 law allows some exceptions, such as agricultural goods and food. 

 

Castro died in November 2016. 

 

Mobile has the fifth highest number of exports to Cuba among U.S. ports, Kavulich told the Times. 

Currently, Tampa ports send no shipments to Cuba. 

http://altoday.com/archives/author/staff-writer
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Tampa Bay Times 
St. Petersburg, Florida 

2 February 2017 
 

Port of Alabama signs agreement with Cuba that Florida ports can't  

 

Paul Guzzo, Times Staff Writer  

 

 
Delegations from Alabama and Cuba signed a memorandum of understanding to do business together in the future during an international sea 

ports conference Thursday at the Tampa Marriott Waterside Hotel & Marina. [PAUL GUZZO | Times] 

 

Alabama came to Tampa on Thursday to sign an agreement with Cuba. 

 

The sea port in Mobile and the sea port near Havana have pledged to do business with one another in the 

future — the kind of deal that three ports in Florida had worked toward until Gov. Rick Scott scuttled them 

last week by threatening to pull their funding. 

 

"This feels like Cuba's way of saying if Florida doesn't want our business, Alabama does," said John 

Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council in New York. "And they are coming 

onto your turf to do it."   

 

The occasion Thursday was an international conference called "Planning for Shifting Trade," sponsored by 

the American Association of Port Authorities at the Tampa Marriott Waterside Hotel & Marina. 

 

Some U.S. exports to Cuba already are allowed as exceptions to the trade embargo imposed more than 50 

years ago after the late Cuban dictator Fidel Castro embraced communism. Under a law passed in 2000, 

they include agricultural commodities and food products.  Mobile ranks fifth among U.S. ports in exports 

to Cuba, Kavulich said.  Nothing is shipped to Cuba out of Tampa today. 

 

Port Tampa Bay, Fort Lauderdale's Port Everglades and Port of Palm Beach had planned to sign 

memorandums of understanding similar to Mobile's during visits to their cities now underway by a 

delegation from Cuba. 

 

Scott first issued his funding threats in tweets last week, decrying Cuba's "brutal dictator," then followed 

up in the 2017 budget he submitted this week with a provision denying state money for port infrastructure 

projects that result in the expansion of trade with Cuba. 

 

A memorandum to do business with Cuba in the future signals intent, but may have limited practical impact, 

Kavulich said. Without one, Port Everglades was already second in maritime facilities used to ship goods 

to Cuba in 2016. Norfolk, Va., was No. 1 and has already signed a memorandum of understanding with 

Cuba. 

 

Ultimately, Kavulich said, considering Tampa's proximity to Cuba and its historic ties with the island 

nation, whenever Port Tampa Bay decides and is allowed get into the Cuba business, "it likely can." 
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Florida Governor Opposes Deals Between State’s Ports and Cuba  

Scott says he will cut off funding for improvements of ports if they pursue deeper trade ties with 

Castro regime 

 

 
The first legal Cuban exports in more than 50 years arrive at Port Everglades in 

Fort Lauderdale, Fla., on Jan. 24. Photo: Zuma Press 

 

By Erica E. Phillips and Arian Campo-Flores  

 

Florida Gov. Rick Scott threatened in his proposed budget to cut off funding for improvements at the state’s 

ports if they pursued deeper trade ties with Cuba. 

 

The budget bars $177 million in seaport funding from being put toward projects that “result in the expansion 

of trade” with Cuba, and comes after Mr. Scott said in a series of tweets last week that he opposed plans by 

ports in Palm Beach and Fort Lauderdale to sign agreements with visiting Cuban delegations. 

 

Mr. Scott’s budget is the latest blow to hopes among many U.S. businesses, ports and transportation firms 

that the loosening of sanctions in the final days of President Barack Obama’s administration would quickly 

result in a U.S.-Cuba trade boom. The Cuban delegation’s visit, which also included trips to ports from 

Houston to Virginia, was planned before November, when many officials and business leaders in both 

countries assumed ties between the two countries would continue to warm if Hillary Clinton were elected. 

 

Instead, administrative work to license firms seeking to do business in Cuba came to a virtual halt after the 

election, as officials and businesses in both Cuba and the U.S. wait to see what policies President Donald 

Trump will put forward. It is unclear what—if anything—the port authorities’ meetings with Cuban leaders 

this month will achieve until the Trump administration clarifies its plans, said John Kavulich, president of 

the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council. 

 

 
Florida Gov. Rick Scott speaks about his budget proposals during 

a news conference on Tuesday. Photo: Associated Press 

 

“Most companies that are engaged with Cuba are generally preparing for the worst and hoping they’re 

wrong,” Mr. Kavulich said. 

Late last week, after the governor’s tweets, both the Palm Beach and Fort Lauderdale ports said they 

wouldn’t sign planned memorandums of understanding with the Cuban delegation. The Virginia Port 

Authority signed a cooperation pact with the Cuban National Ports Authority this month aimed at fostering 

Virginia’s agriculture exports to Cuba. The Virginia ports operate under the direction of Gov. Terry 

McAuliffe, a Democrat. 

 

A spokeswoman for Mr. Scott wrote in an email that “while the governor does not support doing business 

with the Castro regime, ports receive state funding and private businesses do not.” 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/obama-nominates-first-u-s-ambassador-to-cuba-in-50-years-1475020318


The delegation visit came alongside the arrival of the first commercial commodity directly exported to the 

U.S. from Cuba in more than five decades: two 20-ton containers of artisanal charcoal that landed at Port 

Everglades in Fort Lauderdale last Tuesday. 

 

Scott Gilbert, managing director of Reneo Consulting, whose subsidiary struck the charcoal deal, said the 

producers of the charcoal were private cooperatives in Cuba, not the government, and that the deal followed 

“the letter of the law.” 

 

The artisanal charcoal was made by burning an invasive plant that clogs the island’s agricultural fields. 

Buyers in Europe have snapped up the product for years, using it for pizza ovens, breadmaking and gourmet 

cooking, Mr. Gilbert said. 

 

Mr. Gilbert said Mr. Scott’s opposition to doing business with Cuba shouldn’t affect future shipments of 

the product, but that he worried the governor’s statements could make port officials anxious. 

 

Sebastian Bussert, chief executive of Fogo Charcoal in Hialeah, Fla., which is distributing the Cuban 

product, said there is a market for high-quality charcoal. It is for “people who are particular about barbecue, 

not your everyday Joe who has a gas grill,” he said. “I would like to continue buying it. I think it’s great 

stuff.” 
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Meet the Entrepreneurs Breaking Into This Long-Forbidden Market 

 

Less than 100 miles south of Key West sits a socialist country forbidden from doing business with the 

U.S. for 57 years. Now it's on the brink of being opened to American entrepreneurs. Meet the ones 

hoping to cash in first. 
 

By David Whitford 

Editor-at-large  

 

"A whole litany of countries are in Cuba doing business, investing hundreds of millions of dollars. This 

idea that it's not happening? It's happening, but without us." - Darius Anderson, founder of U.S. Cava 

Exports, a Napa Valley-based company hoping to sell California wines to Cubans.  CREDIT: Edel 

Rodriguez 

 

The Friday before Halloween, Josh Weinstein was set to take his first trip to Cuba: bags packed, visa in 

hand, leased Beechcraft turbo-prop booked for Sunday pickup at Sarasota Bradenton International. Then 

the dispatcher called. We have verbal approval to fly to Havana, he told Weinstein, but we're still waiting 

on one last stamp from the Cuban government. Don't worry, he explained, this happens all the time. 

Unfortunately, the government offices were now closed for the weekend. "we'll keep pushing," he 

promised. 

 

Weinstein is president of Witzco Challenger, a $12 million family business that builds heavy-haul trailers 

in Sarasota, Florida, and ships them all over the world. Witzco lost about half its sales in '08 and '09 during 

the Great Recession. That was not long after Weinstein, former treasurer of his local stagehands union and 

grandson of Witzco's founder, took over the company from his aunt and uncle, and he's been scrambling to 

recover ever since. Exports are a big part of his business, about 35 percent, but they've been slipping lately. 

The stronger dollar hasn't helped. 

 

His unlikely solution: Cuba. The forbidden market less than an hour's direct flight from Witzco's central 

Florida factory is suddenly bursting with pent-up demand. Tourism in Cuba is soaring, on pace to exceed 

2015's record 3.5 million visitors, including a growing number of Americans who find a way to qualify for 

one of 12 exceptions to the Treasury Department's limits on travel. (U.S. tourism is technically still banned.) 
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Weinstein's betting on a construction boom, spurred by the Cuban government's plan to double the number 

of hotel rooms in the country by 2020, in pursuit of economic growth. "The first thing they're going to have 

to do is infrastructure," Weinstein says excitedly. "Water, septic, cable, electricity, communications. 

They're going to need heavy equipment. My trailer moves the heavy equipment." Not exactly a Cuba expert, 

Weinstein wants to see for himself. "I don't really know the market, only what I've been able to Google," 

he says. So he booked a booth at Cuba's international trade show, slated for the fall. 

 

Sunday night, the stamp came through. Monday morning, he was on his way, a day later than hoped. (The 

first lesson anyone learns when dealing with Cuba: It'll happen when it happens.) Forty-five minutes across 

the Everglades to Miami to top off the tank--gas is much cheaper in the U.S.--and then another 45 minutes 

across the Straits of Florida to Havana. Upon landing at José Martí International Airport, Weinstein and his 

posse of two--all wearing khakis and Witzco golf shirts--were met in an otherwise deserted terminal by 

unsmiling customs officials, who opened one of Weinstein's bags. In it was a stash of trade-show 

paraphernalia--candy, logoed pens, and sales pamphlets in Spanish, English, and Russian (in case there 

were any Russians left in Cuba, Weinstein figured). The pamphlets raised eyebrows. Propaganda, declared 

one of the officials. Where is your approval? A discussion ensued. Weinstein turned on his charm. Maybe 

a little bit of money changed hands. "It's the cost of doing business," Weinstein says. "I'm OK with it." 

And the Witzco delegation was in. 

 

 
Josh Weinstein, the third-generation president of Witzco Challenger, a Sarasota, Florida-based company 

hit by the Great Recession, is hoping to rebound by riding the anticipated tourism boom in Cuba.  CREDIT: Lisette Poole 

 

When President Obama flew to Havana last March, it marked the first visit to Cuba by a sitting American 

president since Calvin Coolidge in 1928. His posse numbered more than 1,000. Among them: Brian Chesky, 

founder of Airbnb, Dan Schulman, CEO of PayPal, and Fubu founder and Shark Tank judge Daymond 

John. The president drove straight to the Meliá Habana Hotel, where he addressed the staff of what used to 

be the United States Interests Section of the Embassy of Switzerland in Havana (it's a long story) but is now 

a full-fledged U.S. embassy. There he spoke of his desire to "forge new agreements and commercial deals" 

with Cuba, in line with the main thrust of U.S. policy as of December 2014, when the current wave of 

reforms began. 

 

A lot's happened since then, including the death of Fidel Castro; the removal of Cuba from the U.S. list of 

state sponsors of terrorism; the restoration of full diplomatic relations; the resumption of regularly 

scheduled flights by U.S. airlines, including American, Delta, United, and JetBlue; authorization for U.S. 

hoteliers Marriott and Starwood to pursue Cuba deals; service agreements involving U.S. cell-phone 

providers; and glory, hallelujah, the granting of permission for American visitors to bring home Cuban rum 

and cigars. 

 

But that doesn't mean Cuba is open for business. There's still the nettlesome matter of the embargo--a dense 

web of constraints, restrictions, and outright prohibitions, some in place since 1960, that, despite the recent 

thaw, prevents anything approaching normal business relations. Most commerce between the United States 

and Cuba is banned outright. Everything else is a hassle. For instance, while U.S. companies have been 

permitted to sell food and medicine to Cuba since the Clinton administration, the U.S. government often 

requires Cuban customers to pay the full amount up front. (That, in a nutshell, is why Cuba buys nearly all 

its rice from Vietnam, rather than from nearby U.S. growers.) And if you're an American trying to do 

anything in Cuba, you had better bring plenty of cash, which is all anyone accepts. Unless you happen to 

have a credit or debit card from Stonegate Bank--a Fort Lauderdale, Florida, institution that has a temporary 

continental American monopoly on Cuba-ready cards--plastic credit is worthless, and ATMs barely exist. 

 

The embargo is like an argument that's been going on for so long, nobody remembers anymore how or why 

it started. Initially, under President Eisenhower, it banned only sugar imports. After Cuba responded by 

confiscating the assets of U.S. companies, it was broadened to cover nearly all trade between the nations. 

Soon it morphed into a Cold War weapon to punish Castro for aligning with the Soviet Union, and 
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supporting communist-led insurgencies in Nicaragua and Angola. Cuba's dismal record on human rights 

didn't help. 

 

But attitudes toward the embargo have changed. In a CBS News/New York Times poll conducted on the 

eve of Obama's Cuba visit, more than half of Americans (55 percent) said they supported doing away with 

it. A more recent Florida International University poll of Cuban Americans living in Miami-Dade County-

-traditionally ground zero for the no-compromise camp--found an even bigger majority who would be 

happy at this point to move on. But we're still stuck. 

 

Washington, D.C., attorney Robert Muse has been advising U.S. companies on Cuba for 25 years. He says 

that lifting the embargo is up to the United States. He equates Cuba's position to that of an abused wife 

whose husband says he'll stop beating her if she'll start putting dinner on the table: "Her attitude, quite 

rightly, is, 'It's you attacking me! You have to stop. Then we can have normal relations.' " 

 

If and when the embargo is lifted, American companies need to remember what kind of market they're 

dealing with. Cuba indeed dominates the Caribbean, by landmass (it's roughly the size of Virginia) and by 

population (11.3 million). But it's poor. The average state salary is $25 a month. In 2010, according to the 

CIA's latest estimate, its gross domestic product per capita was $10,200, one rung up on the world ladder 

from Swaziland's.  

 

That's partly why John Kavulich, longtime head of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council, sees "a lot 

of inspiration and aspiration chasing very little reality" in Cuba. Americans assume, not unreasonably, that 

Cubans "need everything, they want everything, and they put a period there," Kavulich says. "But there's a 

next sentence: Do they have the resources to purchase everything? Dubai isn't 93 miles south of Florida. 

Cuba is." 

 

Even so, Weinstein and other eager Americans are stubbornly optimistic. Entrepreneurs like Saul Berenthal, 

for instance, a 72-year-old in Raleigh, North Carolina, who wants to sell small tractors to Cuban farmers. 

And Darius Anderson, a political consultant, lobbyist, and investor who's been visiting Cuba since he was 

a college student, and now has a scheme to sell California wines to Cuban restaurateurs. Everybody wants 

to believe that we're at the beginning of the end of an era; that no one--not unforgetting Cuban émigrés in 

Miami, not Fidel's ghost, not a brash and unpredictable President Trump--can halt the momentum now. 

That the embargo must be, will be, swept aside, and the rivers of commerce will flow. 

 

But Cuba is not for innocents or neophytes. "People get besotted with Cuba," Muse warns. "If you're a little 

guy, you might think that because the big guys aren't there, you can play in those waters. It's exotic. You're 

a pioneer! All these things combine to make some people abandon basic business principles." 

 

"People get besotted with Cuba. If you're a little guy, you might think that because the big guys aren't there, 

you can play in those waters. It's exotic. You're a pioneer!" All these things combine to make some people 

abandon basic business principles." Robert Muse, an attorney who advises U.S. companies on Cuba 

 

The fairground for Cuba's international trade show is 12 miles south of central Havana. It's a slow cab 

ride, on crowded roads filled with midcentury Fords, Chevys, and Cadillacs, many of them refitted with 

diesel motors, not one of which would pass a U.S. emissions inspection. A mural of Che Guevara hovers 

omnisciently over the Plaza de la Revolución, while billboards flaunt slogans like socialismo o muerte 

("Socialism or Death") and normalizar no es sinónimo de bloquear ("Normalization and Blockades Don't 

Go Together"), a blunt reminder of Cuba's all-or-nothing stance on the embargo, which Cubans call "the 

blockade." 

 

The American pavilion is a hike from the trade show's main entrance, in the farthest corner of the grounds, 

beyond the scattered remnants of past exhibitions--a petrified pump jack, a stilled windmill, a parked Air 

Cubana airliner repurposed as a restaurant. JetBlue banners flank the entrance. Inside, ordinary Cubans who 

have managed to snag coveted trade show credentials graze the American booths, scooping up free hats, 

pens, and pistachios. Perhaps because there is no conventional advertising in Cuba (it's illegal), Cuban 

consumers are adept at ferreting out whatever's available, wherever it can be found. 

 

The National Auto Parts Association has a booth, looking toward the day when it can begin populating 

Cuba with its stores. So do a smattering of state-sponsored trade delegations representing poultry farmers, 
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soybean growers, and the Port of Virginia; and all manner of small and midsize U.S. manufacturers, 

displaying motors, electronic controls, and other industrial gear, none of which are yet on the list of 

permissible products. The U.S. embassy's chargé d'affaires, Jeffrey DeLaurentis, roams the aisles in a 

seersucker suit, chatting up exhibitors and awkwardly ducking reporters. ("There is still an embargo," his 

aide explains apologetically.) 

 

 
Saul Berenthal, a Cuban emigre based in Raleigh, North Carolina, was supposed to be the first American 

entrepreneur to build a factory in Cuba-until his company got caught in political crossfire.  CREDIT: Lisette Poole 

 

Overall, attendance by American exhibitors is lower this year than last, when Obama's first round of reforms 

created a kind of euphoria that has since dissipated. Those who have returned see the potential but 

understand the need for patience. Among them is investor Noel Thompson, decked out in a blue blazer 

advertising his ties to the U.S. Olympic Committee. Thompson is a former Goldman Sachs banker now 

running his own hedge fund in New York City. He's been coming down to Cuba every few months for the 

past couple of years, working his way into the culture, gathering intel, developing contacts. He imagines 

doing a lot of business in Cuba one day-trading currencies, advising on deals, helping privatize government 

assets, and otherwise capitalizing on the explosion he thinks will surely come when the embargo lifts and 

America fully engages with Cuba's suppressed capitalist passions. It won't happen tomorrow, he knows, or 

even next year, but one day. "Maybe it's my Goldman training," Thompson says. "When you see a butterfly 

flap its wings ... " 

 

Manning a nearby booth with sunglasses propped on his forehead and an unlit cigar clenched in his teeth, 

another American, Darius Anderson, presides over a winetasting led by his pal Fernando Fernández, Cuba's 

preeminent blender of rums and cigars. Anderson first visited Cuba in 1986 as a student at George 

Washington University, where he had a poster of Che Guevara on his dorm room wall. When his pals went 

to Florida for spring break, he went north to Toronto, from which he was able to get to Havana. His total 

visits since then: "Somewhere in the mid-60s," he guesses. Every time the border agents run his passport, 

they ask, "Why so many times?" 

 

Originally, he went because it was forbidden, Anderson says, and now it's because he's long since fallen in 

love with "all things Cuban: the music, the culture, the cigars, the baseball." After college, Anderson worked 

for a Democratic congressman on Capitol Hill, was an advance man for Bill Clinton in California, and 

apprenticed seven years at the right hand of supermarket billionaire Ron Burkle--a useful résumé for 

navigating a market in which business and politics are inseparable. 

 

With his company U.S. Cava Exports, Anderson, 47, is trying to bring expensive wines from Napa Valley 

to Cuban consumers. He's been laying the groundwork for years, hosting a seven-day tour of Napa and 

Sonoma wineries for his Cuban friends, and leading a party of more than 100 California vintners on an 

educational mission to Cuba, where they met with chefs and sommeliers. Like Weinstein, Anderson is 

hoping to make money on tourism. Unlike Weinstein, he's peddling an embargo-exempt agricultural 

product that's not contingent on new construction. This should be easy. 

 

And yet, 2,500 miles northwest of Havana, in a refrigerated warehouse near Napa County Airport, sits a 

shipping container filled with Anderson's stranded inventory: 1,200 cases of carefully curated California 

sauvignon blanc, zinfandel, pinot noir, cabernet, and chardonnay. Total value, just under $400,000. It's been 

there all fall, costing him at least $500 per month, and not for want of a buyer. In fact, Anderson has one 

all lined up, a Cuban state-owned distributor willing to pay full price in advance, per U.S. law. But there's 

a holdup. Anderson is waiting on final approval from the highest levels of government--in this case, Cuba's 

foreign ministry. 

 

U.S. Cava Exports is only one of Anderson's ventures at the moment, so he has the luxury to wait this 

bureaucratic purgatory out. He still sees a chance to have "a real, viable business and grow it over time." 

The rest of the world is already here, he points out. Not just Cuba's biggest trading partner, China, and 



Spain--it's oldest--but also Brazil, Canada, Mexico, the Netherlands. The list goes on. "A whole litany of 

countries are here doing business," Anderson says. "They trust the system well enough to invest hundreds 

of millions of dollars. This idea that it's not happening? It's happening, but it's happening without us." 

 

At least twice since the late '90s, emissaries associated with Trump companies have visited Cuba to scope 

out investment opportunities for hotels and golf courses--acts that may well have violated the embargo. 

 

Saul Berenthal went to high school before the revolution. He was born in Havana, where his parents met 

after fleeing the Nazis in Eastern Europe. His father worked his way from Holocaust refugee to sole GM 

parts supplier for Cuba, which helped land Saul at the elite Havana Military Academy. In 1960, his parents 

sent their 16-year-old son to study in the United States. They visited him the following year, expecting to 

stay for a few months. Then came the failed Bay of Pigs invasion. Suddenly, they were unwilling to return 

to Cuba, refugees once again, this time in America. 

 

Bespectacled and trim, still at home in a loose-fitting guayabera, Berenthal has a complicated relationship 

with his birthplace. He belongs solidly to the generation of exiles whose grim resolve and political clout 

have defined U.S. aggression toward Cuba. But he's also become a full-fledged American, having had spent 

18 years at IBM, where he met Horace Clemmons, his future business partner. They bonded over their 

frustration with IBM's stubborn attachment to proprietary product lines when the future was all about open-

source computing. "We worked hard, lived the American dream, created three companies and sold them, 

and set ourselves up for a nice retirement," says Berenthal. 

 

But, a couple of years into retirement, Cuba beckoned, and starting in 2007, Berenthal was finding excuses 

to visit his birthplace. "It was curiosity more than anything," he says. The surprise was that he felt instantly 

at home. The language, the mannerisms, the customs, the operating in a culture where it's hard to make 

appointments ("You'll be here next week? Look me up") and a meeting might not happen because 

somebody's car won't start or he can't find gas. Where checking email on the fly means locating a Wi-Fi 

hotspot and making sure you've got enough minutes left on your government-issued access card. "Not very 

well organized, but I understand why," says Berenthal, revealing a trace of his native Spanish. "People take 

care of things as they come up. They don't know where they'll be at any time until it's that time." 

 

Berenthal still knew people who knew people in Havana. He was introduced to professors in the economics 

department at the University of Havana, organized academic exchanges, and got involved in studies that 

led to Cuba's accelerated reengagement with the global economy in 2011. But it was Obama's dramatic 

announcement on December 17, 2014--"Today, the United States of America is changing its relationship 

with the people of Cuba"--and the policy changes that followed that convinced Berenthal it was time to 

reunite with his old partner, Clemmons, and come up with a business idea for Cuba. 

 

Berenthal knew that an American company could succeed in Cuba only if it was sensitive to the socialist 

country's motivations for doing business with outsiders. Cuba is not interested in inviting foreign companies 

in to make a few players wealthy. If Cuba is to embrace capitalism, it will be on socialist terms: to generate 

revenue and become less dependent on imports, and so protect what Cubans consider the lasting 

achievements of the revolution--free education, free medicine, subsidized housing, and subsidized food. 

 

 
U.S. entrepreneurs are beginning to visit Havana in anticipation of trade restrictions being lifted. 

CREDIT: Michael Christopher Brown/Magnum Photos 

 

Clemmons, a farm boy from Alabama, thought of tractors. Inexpensive tractors designed to meet the needs 

of small farmers in a poor country that's rich in arable land but where many still work the land barefoot, 

behind a mule or an ox, without basic equipment. An alternative to a company like John Deere, which could 

come into Cuba with an expensive, proprietary product. Instead, Cleber, as their company is called, would 

assemble tractors according to open-source manufacturing principles, using standard components, making 

them easy to maintain and infinitely customizable. By creating an opportunity for Cubans to build an 



ecosystem of products around Cleber's tractor, they would help kick-start the creation of a homegrown 

agricultural manufacturing industry. 

 

Berenthal and Clemmons proposed building their tractor factory in Mariel, a planned economic 

development zone about an hour west of Havana. When Cuban officials expressed support, the pair began 

working to persuade their own government to create an opening in the embargo that would allow them to 

proceed. "We spent a lot of time in the Office of Foreign Assets Control and the Department of Commerce, 

trying to get it through," says Berenthal. In February 2016, after months of meetings, they succeeded. Cleber 

won U.S. approval to build the first American-owned factory on Cuban soil since the revolution. It was a 

happy story, shot through with hopeful symbolism, coinciding perfectly with the Obama administration's 

initiatives. They even got a shout-out in a White House press briefing. 

 

But they still needed final approval from Cuba, and by last summer, Berenthal didn't like the signals being 

sent from officials at Mariel: pushback on environmental standards and workplace safety, and worrisome 

doubts about whether Cleber fit with the development site's larger goal of promoting high-tech 

manufacturing. Berenthal was baffled. None of the other projects in the Mariel pipeline--cigarettes, 

cosmetics, meatpacking, none of them U.S. backed--were obvious ways to achieve that goal. Here he was, 

trying to persuade higher-ups who opposed a simple, practical idea that somehow threatened them. He had 

flashbacks to his time at IBM. "Everybody is acting in their own best interests," says Berenthal. "IBM 

wanted to protect the proprietary lab where they were building the proprietary technology and not accept 

change, because that would mean loss of power or prestige or even their jobs." 

 

In late October, Berenthal drove to Mariel for a meeting with development zone officials. "They were very 

cordial," Berenthal says. Then they proceeded to tell him that after much consideration, they had decided 

not to approve Cleber's proposal after all. 

 

If Cuba were to embrace capitalism, it would be on socialist terms--to protect what Cubans consider the 

lasting achievements of the revolution. 

 

Weinstein had a good trade show. He didn't arrive until late on the first day--after the delay at customs, 

and an errant cab ride to the wrong fairground--but he hit the ground running. Within an hour, every bottled-

water peddler in the building had a Witzco bumper sticker on his cooler, and most were wearing Witzco 

baseball caps. He made no actual sales to actual Cubans, of course. The embargo forbade him, which he 

knew going in. But he met a lot of people there, and went home happy at the end of the week with a long 

list of proposals to prepare for buyers from Canada, Panama, Mexico, Belgium, and Spain. 

 

Then history happened. Days after the trade show ended, Donald Trump was unexpectedly elected 

president. Then Fidel Castro died. Suddenly American entrepreneurs with dreams of doing business in Cuba 

were forced to reevaluate everything. 

 

When it comes to Cuba, Trump the politician appears to have a different mind than Trump the entrepreneur. 

At least twice since the late '90s, emissaries associated with Trump companies have visited Cuba to scope 

out investment opportunities for hotels and golf courses--acts that may well have violated the embargo. 

Since the election, however, Trump's been all bluster and ill will. When the news broke of the former 

dictator's passing, he tweeted gleefully: "Fidel Castro is dead!" He soon followed up with, "If Cuba is 

unwilling to make a better deal for the Cuban people, the Cuban/American people and the U.S. as a whole, 

I will terminate deal." 

 

 
CREDIT: Edel Rodriguez 

  

In reality, Trump's tough talk is off base. As attorney Muse points out, there is no Obama-era "deal" between 

the nations. Only a "series of rolling measures" issued from various realms of the federal government that 

would be next to impossible to untangle one by one, and which few Americans object to anyway. But what 



Trump could do, says Muse, is "go big and go unilateral," in a way that plays to his strength. That is, he 

could leapfrog Obama's measured steps toward normalization by announcing his willingness to negotiate 

America's $1.9 billion in outstanding property claims against the Cuban government as a "necessary 

predicate" to ending the embargo once and for all. "Where the embargo began is where the embargo should 

end: With a resolution of the certified claims," Muse says. 

 

After the Cuban government derailed Berenthal's factory plans, he was discouraged but not devastated. He 

understands why his company, in which he and Clemmons have invested $5 million, was used as a political 

pawn: Cuba wants the embargo gone; as long as it remains in effect, Cuba has little incentive to grant 

piecemeal exceptions that reduce the pressure on Congress to demolish it once and for all. At least, that's 

the best explanation he or anyone else can come up with to justify what happened. 

 

So Berenthal and Clemmons have shifted plans. Now they're building tractors for export at a factory in 

Paint Rock, Alabama. Clemmons, the more frustrated of the two, is focusing his energy on selling them to 

other markets--small farmers in Australia, Ethiopia, and Peru. Meanwhile, Berenthal's contacts at Mariel 

have told him, "Commercialize your tractor and your products, and bring them to Cuba," and he's taking 

them at their word. Cleber's new business model may in the end be more lucrative, albeit less 

transformational for Cuba than Berenthal had hoped for. 

 

Still, there's one more wild card. Cuba's current president, Fidel's brother Raúl Castro, is scheduled to end 

his term in 2018. "In my opinion," says Berenthal, "this will trigger the final removal of the embargo." 

Castro's likely successor, Miguel Díaz-Canel, was born nine months before the revolution. If there's going 

to be real change--generational change--in U.S.-Cuba relations, that'll be the turning point. "I hope others 

will take the long view and continue the efforts to bring the two countries together through commerce," 

Berenthal says. He understands, as best as anyone can, how it works in Cuba. That things happen when 

they happen. But, eventually, they do happen. 
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Gov. Scott includes ‘no Cuba trade’ edict for ports in budget 
 

Susan Salisbury 

Palm Beach Post Staff Writer  

 

 
Gov. Rick Scott says Florida ports that trade directly with Cuba risk losing state funding for 

infrastructure and other needs. (Allen Eyestone / The Palm Beach Post) 

 

Gov. Rick Scott made it perfectly clear this past month that any Florida port that signed a trade pact with 

Cuba, run by brutal dictator Raul Castro, would not receive state funds for improvements. A delegation 

from Cuba visited the Port of Palm Beach on Friday, but a proposed memorandum of understanding on 

commerce was not signed because of the governor’s opposition. 

 

Now Scott has taken the stance a step further. His proposed 2017-18 $83.5 billion state budget released 

Tuesday says $176 million designated for port infrastructure projects cannot go to any port that expands 

trade with Cuba. 

http://www.palmbeachpost.com/online/contacts/susan-salisbury/Fv7EmfyQWVXbhhReQShdnL/


None of the money can go to projects “that result in the expansion of trade with the Cuban dictatorship 

because of their continued human-rights abuses,” the budget states.  Since 2011 Scott has overseen the 

investment of $1.2 billion in port infrastructure investments support. 

 

While businesses based at the Port of Palm Beach do not trade directly with Cuba, Crowley Maritime Corp. 

transports goods from Port Everglades to Cuba, and has 16 for years. 

 

“Crowley is authorized to ship licensed cargo to Cuba. Currently, we are sailing to Havana, Cuba from Port 

Everglades, FL and Jacksonville, FL as an alternate port every week,” the company states on its website. 

 

Asked whether those ports would be cut off from state money because of Crowley’s activities, the 

governor’s office issued this response: “While the Governor does not support doing business with the Castro 

regime, ports receive state funding and private businesses do not.” 

 

Almost 17 years ago, the U.S. Congress passed legislation, later signed by the President Clinton into law 

on Oct. 28, 2000, which changed the U.S.-Cuba trade relationship by enacting certain exceptions from U.S. 

sanctions legislation for agricultural and medical exports. 

 

The Trade Sanctions Reform and Export Enhancement Act of 2000 was not comprehensive and some 

prohibitions remain. The ban on U.S. imports from Cuba was not changed by this legislation. 

 

John Kavulich, president, U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council, Inc., said that since the first exports of 

agricultural commodities and food products in December 2001, the total value of exports has exceeded $5.2 

billion. Since 1992, more than $16 million in healthcare products has been exported under provisions of the 

Cuban Democracy Act. 

 

Since 2010, the U.S. has exported more than 4.8 million tons of products to Cuba. Of that, 737,155 tons 

went to Cuba from Florida ports. 

 

Kavulich said that during the Obama Administration, imports were authorized by changes to regulations. 

Agricultural commodities included coffee and charcoal, with sourcing restrictions (a non-Republic of Cuba 

government component) and textiles and crafts created by independent business owners. 

 

There are no specific “bans” on imports from the Republic of Cuba, however, there are statutory 

impediments relating to duties and tariffs, Kavulich said. 
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Gov. Scott includes “No Cuba trade” statement in budget released Tuesday  
 

 
Crowley has been shipping goods to Cuba from Florida since 2001. 

 

Gov. Rick Scott made it perfectly clear last week that any Florida port that signed a trade pact with Cuba, 

run by brutal dictator Raul Castro,  would not receive state funds for improvements. 

 

A delegation from Cuba visited the Port of Palm Beach on Friday, but a memorandum of understanding 

was not signed due to the governor’s statements. 

 

http://www.mypalmbeachpost.com/business/cuban-port-official-invites-gov-scott-visit-island-nation/87HIAeeZDRV65ihWKyeBEJ/
https://cmgpbpprotectingyourpocket.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/tug_crowley_guard_in_san_francisco.jpg


Now Scott has taken the stance a step further. His proposed 2017-18 $83.5 billion  state budget  released 

Tuesday says $176 million designated for port infrastructure projects cannot go to any port that expands 

trade with Cuba.   

 

None of the funds may go to projects “that result in the expansion of trade with the Cuban dictatorship 

because of their continued human rights abuses,” the budget states. 

 

Since 2011 Scott has overseen the investment of $1.2 billion in port infrastructure investments support. 

 

While businesses based at the Port of Palm Beach do not trade directly with Cuba, Crowley Maritime Corp. 

transports goods from Port Everglades to Cuba, and has 16 for years. 

 

“Crowley is authorized to ship licensed cargo to Cuba. Currently, we are sailing to Havana, Cuba from Port 

Everglades, FL and Jacksonville, FL as an alternate port every week,” the company states on its website. 

 

Asked whether those ports would be cut off from state funds due to Crowley’s activities,  the governor’s 

office issued this response: “While the Governor does not support doing business with the Castro regime, 

ports receive state funding and private businesses do not.” 

 

In October 2000, the U.S. Congress passed legislation, later signed by the President into law on October 

28, 2000, which changed the U.S.-Cuba trade relationship by enacting certain exceptions from U.S. 

sanctions legislation for agricultural and medical exports.   

 

The Trade Sanctions Reform and Export Enhancement Act of 2000 was not comprehensive and some 

prohibitions remain. The ban on U.S. imports from Cuba was not changed by this legislation. 

 

John Kavulich, president, U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council, Inc., said that since the first exports of 

agricultural commodities and food products in December 2001, the total value of exports has exceeded $5.2 

billion. Since 1992, more than $16 million in healthcare products has been exported under provisions of the 

Cuban Democracy Act.   

 

Since 2010, the U.S. has exported more than 4.8 million tons of products to Cuba. Of that, 737,155 tons 

went to Cuba from Florida ports. 

 

Kavulich said that during the Obama Administration, imports were authorized by changes to regulations.   

Agricultural commodities included coffee and charcoal, with sourcing restrictions (a non-Republic of Cuba 

government component) and textiles and crafts created by independent business owners. 

 

There are no specific “bans” on imports from the Republic of Cuba, however, there are statutory 

impediments relating to duties and tariffs, Kavulich said. 

 

 

Politico 
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FROM DENVER TO HAVANA: In other Cuba news, Colorado Gov. John Hickenlooper will head south 

later this week for a trip to the island nation with a delegation called the Biennial of the Americas, a group 

that aims to connect Denver with parts of North, South and Central America as well as the Caribbean. The 

trip, which will last from Feb. 2-5, will lay the groundwork “for cultural and economic exchange between 

Colorado and Cuba,” a spokeswoman for the governor’s office said in an email to Morning Trade. 

 

The trip will make Hickenlooper the 15th governor to visit Cuba since 1999, according to John Kavulich, 

president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council. Nine of those visits have occurred within the past 

two years. 

 

http://www.floridafirstbudget.com/HomeFY18.htm
http://biennialoftheamericas.org/about-the-biennial/
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Airlines gearing up to protect flights to Cuba 
 

By Melanie Zanona  

   

 
© Getty Images 

 

U.S. airlines began lobbying Washington on Cuba last year as they fought to win commercial flight routes 

to the island nation for the first time in 50 years. 

 

But travel advocates expect to see an even bigger lobbying push around the issue this year, with questions 

hanging over the new administration’s policies, including whether President Trump will reverse the historic 

opening of relations with Cuba. 

 

Those concerns have the powerful airline industry, which invested a significant amount of time and 

resources into competing for and setting up the new flight routes, ramping up their efforts in Washington 

to preserve those changes. 

 

“The airlines will not cease their advocacy with respect to Cuba, but they’re going to change their strategy 

from focusing on seeking more [concessions] to focusing on preserving what they have,” said John 

Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council. 

 

More than a year after former President Barack Obama announced he was restoring diplomatic relations 

with Cuba, the U.S. struck a deal with the Cuban government in February 2016 to allow scheduled air 

service to resume between the two countries. 

 

The announcement sent the airline industry scrambling to secure slots — activity that was reflected in their 

year-end lobbying disclosure forms, filed last week. 

 

JetBlue Airways, American Airlines, United Airlines, Southwest Airlines and Alaska Airlines all lobbied 

on Cuba at some point last year, as did the trade group Airlines for America (A4A). 

 

“Our members serve new and emerging markets all over the world, and our focus is on ensuring an adequate 

framework is in place to help facilitate the movement of people and goods between our two nations,” said 

a spokesman for A4A, which represents most of the nation’s major air carriers, with the exception of Delta 

Air Lines. 

 

None of the companies had previously mentioned lobbying on the issue in the last five years, with the 

exception of Alaska Airlines, which started working on the “topic of renewal of U.S. commercial air carrier 

service between U.S. and Cuba” in 2015. 

 

“There was a time when U.S. companies, not just airlines, would do whatever it took legally to avoid the 

‘C’ word in the lobbying disclosure forms,” Kavulich said. “It does show quite a bit of evolution to see ... 

the types of industries that haven’t been afraid to show that they have an interest in Cuba.” 

 

Delta didn’t specifically mention Cuba in its disclosure forms, but said it lobbied on “International Air 

Service Rights Issues (U.S. Government Bilateral Negotiations).” A spokeswoman for the airline said that 

includes, but is not limited to, efforts around Cuba. 

mailto:?subject=TheHill.com%3A%20Airlines%20gearing%20up%20to%20protect%20flights%20to%20Cuba&body=From%20TheHill.com%3A%20%0A%0AU.S.%20airlines%20began%20lobbying%20Washington%20on%20Cuba%20last%20year%20as%20they%20fought%20to%20win%20commercial%20flight...%0A%0Ahttp%3A//thehill.com/policy/transportation/316996-airlines-gearing-up-to-protect-flights-to-cuba
http://thehill.com/people/barack-obama


 

The competition for a limited number of slots turned fierce as airlines submitted their proposals and took 

aim at their rivals. Delta, for example, called American’s “request for ten (10!) of the 20 flights ... out of 

proportion,” while American called Southwest’s application “seriously flawed.” 

 

The biggest Cuba lobbying push from airlines came in the third quarter of last year, which is when the 

Transportation Department finished divvying up the 110 daily flights to the island. 

 

Ultimately, 10 airlines were awarded flight routes, which included 20 daily round-trip flights to Havana 

and 10 flights to nine smaller airports around the communist country. The carriers are: Alaska, American, 

Delta, Frontier Airlines, JetBlue, Southwest, Spirit Airlines, United, Sun Country Airlines and Silver 

Airways. 

 

But being granted a flight route wasn’t the only hurdle for those seeking air service to Cuba. Traveling to 

Cuba is still subject to numerous restrictions, despite the new U.S. policy toward the island. 

 

While the Obama administration loosened travel restrictions for Cuban-Americans who are visiting family, 

as well as government officials, journalists, students and volunteers on humanitarian projects, tourism is 

still prohibited. 

 

The airlines also found themselves playing defense against legislation in Congress that would have halted 

commercial flights to Cuba until an airport security review was conducted. U.S. airlines and A4A all 

reported lobbying on that bill last year. The measure was advanced by committee but never considered on 

the House floor. 
 

“U.S. airlines have been critical in helping to lift 55 years of failed policy,” said James Williams, president 

of Engage Cuba. “Now, with newly re-established direct commercial service to 10 Cuban cities, we expect 

the airline industry will continue to push for changes that will get rid of arbitrary restrictions on traveling 

to Cuba.” 

 

The industry could face even tougher battles this year, however. 

 

Trump has threatened to reverse the opening of relations with Cuba if the communist government doesn’t 

adopt changes, though he has not yet revealed specific plans to change the U.S.-Cuba relationship. 

 

“I have to follow up with you. We’ve got nothing that we’re ready to announce at this point,” said White 

House press secretary Sean Spicer when he was recently pressed on the issue. 

 

Any regulatory rollbacks could mean fewer aircraft passengers, hotel guests and travel customers, which 

could all result in less revenue for the airlines. 

 

As a result, Kavulich expects air carriers to ramp up their lobbying efforts — especially with lawmakers 

who represent their headquarters or have Trump’s ear — in an effort to convince the new president to keep 

the current policies in place. 

 

“Last year, they were excited about the potential of getting more,” Kavulich said. “This year, they’re 

hysterical over losing what they have.” 
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Gov. Rick Scott's tweets lead ports to kill planned agreements with Cuba  

Gov. Rick Scott sent his message in a tweet. 
 



Ron Hurtibise  

 

In light of threatening tweets by Gov. Rick Scott, ports in Broward and Palm Beach counties have canceled 

plans to sign an agreement for cooperation with the National Port Administration of Cuba. 

 

But spokeswomen for both ports said planned meetings between the seven-member Cuban delegation and 

local trade and business officials would continue as scheduled. 

 

Port Everglades had planned to sign a memorandum of understanding with the Cubans at 2:30 p.m. today, 

while the Port of Palm Beach had planned a signing at 10:30 a.m. Friday.  Port Everglades spokeswoman 

Ellen Kennedy said "the Cuban government realized there was sensitivity and they said [signing the memo] 

wasn't important." 

 

Jarra Kaczwara, spokeswoman for the Port of Palm Beach, said that port "at this time is not scheduled to 

sign the memorandum of understanding in light of the governor's request," adding, "We are still looking 

forward to welcoming the Cuban delegation and providing our tenants with the ability to learn more about 

opportunities to do business [with the island nation]." 

 

 
JetBlue Airways first flight between Fort Lauderdale and Santa Clara, Cuba, took off Wednesday morning 

after ceremonial festivities that included a live Cuban band and refreshments. 

 

Adopting a communication style similar to newly inaugurated President Donald J. Trump, Scott took to the 

social networking app Twitter on Wednesday to threaten withdrawal of funding if the ports proceeded with 

plans to sign the agreements. 

 

"Disappointed some FL ports would enter into any agreement with Cuban dictatorship," Scott wrote in a 

series of tweets Wednesday. "I will recommend restricting state funds for ports that work with Cuba in my 

budget. We cannot condone Raul Castro's oppressive behavior. Serious security/human rights concerns." 

 

 
Scott threatens ports that do business with Cuba  

 

Scott has been a critic of former President Barack Obama's efforts to restore relations with Cuba's 

communist government. Trump has not yet announced whether he will overturn Obama's executive orders 

normalizing relations between the U.S. and Cuba. His aides have said the current policy is under review, 

Reuters reported. Before taking office, Trump threatened to reverse Obama's moves unless a "better deal" 

could be stuck. 

 

Kennedy said the memo of understanding was "largely ceremonial and not legally binding."  Entering into 

memorandums of understanding, she said, is like becoming sister cities. "It's like, 'If we ask you for 

information, will you share it with us?' We don't share anything proprietary." 

 

A draft copy of the memorandum Port Everglades planned to sign states “the parties believe it is in their 

mutual interest to establish an alliance of cooperation aimed at generating new business by promoting the 

all water route” between Port Everglades and the ports of Cuba. 

 

The parties would also agree “subject to their respective laws and regulations” to “undertake joint 

initiatives” that would include joint marketing activities, exchanges of data, exchanges of marketing studies, 

and sharing of information on modernization and improvements, training programs and technological 

http://www.sun-sentinel.com/sfl-ron-hurtibise-bio-staff.html#nt=byline
http://www.sun-sentinel.com/topic/politics-government/government/rick-scott-PEPLT00007609-topic.html
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capabilities and programs.  Shared information in market studies “that may be of interest to the other party” 

would be “treated in a confidential manner, to the extend allowed by the parties’ respective laws and 

regulations.” 

 

Kennedy compared the agreement to a decision to become “sister cities,” saying, “It’s like, ‘If we ask you 

for information, will you share it with us?’ We don’t share anything proprietary.”  She pointed out that the 

Cuban delegation is meeting with various ports in the U.S., including Houston and New Orleans. 

 

Humanitarian trade between Port Everglades and Cuba, through the cargo and terminal operator Crowley 

Maritime Corp., has been ongoing since 2001, Kennedy said.  But on Tuesday, Port Everglades hailed the 

arrival of artisanal charcoal aboard a Crowley container ship, calling it "the first truly commercial shipment" 

from a Cuban cooperative to a private U.S. business since the U.S.-Cuba trade embargo was established 

more than 50 years ago. 

 

Crowley is licensed under the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Department of the Treasury to 

ship U.S. agricultural commodities, medicine, medical devices and other products to Cuba. But shipments 

from Cuba to the U.S. were made possible only under rules established by the Obama adminstration. 

 

John Kavulich, president of the New York-based U.S. Cuba Trade and Economic Council Inc., asked in an 

email whether Gov. Scott would also oppose funding for ports that assist with exports to China, Vietnam, 

Turkey and countries in the Middle East.  He noted that $5.3 billion in agricultural and food products has 

been exported from the United States to Cuba since 2001. More than a million metrics tons of goods moved 

through Florida ports, Kavulich said. 

 

Miami Herald 
Miami, Florida 
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Cuban delegation arrives amid threats by Gov. Scott to cut funding to ports that sign pacts  

 

 
Rick Scott, Governor of Florida, comments on ports in Florida doing business with the "ruthless dictator" Raul Castro". The governor was in Fort 

Lauderdale today to announce tax cuts for this year's budget. Charlie Trainor Jr. The Miami Herald 

 

By Mimi Whitefield, Amy Sherman and Patricia Mazzei 

 

A high-level Cuban business delegation toured Port Everglades and met with port officials Thursday, 

although the planned highlight — the signing of a cooperation pact — was canceled after Gov. Rick Scott 

threatened to cut off state funding to any port that entered into an agreement with the communist-ruled 

island nation. 

 

The Port of Palm Beach also called off its plans to ink a Cuba deal Friday, citing the governor’s stance. 

 

Scott said Wednesday that he would ask Florida legislators to restrict funds for ports that “enter into any 

agreement with [the] Cuban dictatorship.” That risked $37 million over the next five years for Port 

Everglades, which is in Fort Lauderdale, and $920,000 over the same period for the Port of Palm Beach. 

 

Although the Legislature, which sets the state budget, could ignore the governor’s request, the possibility 

was worrisome enough that Port Everglades leaders huddled for most of the day Wednesday considering 

their options. 

 



At issue was a non-binding memorandum of understanding that was to be signed with the National Port 

Administration of Cuba. It was to cover future cooperation and could have led to joint marketing studies 

and training, sharing of data helpful in forecasting future trade flows, and perhaps even joint marketing of 

Cuban ports and Port Everglades, according to Jim Pyburn, the port’s director of business development. 

Port Everglades issued a statement Thursday morning bowing out of the deal. 

 

“The National Port Administration of Cuba has indicated to Port Everglades administration that there is no 

need for a memorandum of understanding at this time,” the port said. “However, today’s business meeting 

and related activities will continue as planned.” 

 

The Port of Palm Beach quickly canceled its signing too, citing “a recent request from Governor Rick 

Scott.” 

 

“The Port of Palm Beach plans to welcome the Cuban Delegation and looks forward to having our tenants 

learn more about opportunities to expand their businesses,” the port said in a statement. “The Port’s intent 

and purpose behind receiving the delegation has always been to explore possibilities to expand commerce 

and trade for our tenants.” 

 

Cuban Ambassador José Ramón Cabañas tweeted a photo Thursday of the Cuban delegation’s Port 

Everglades visit. 

#Cuba Ports delegation tours @PortEverglades and exchanges with local executives 

pic.twitter.com/HaPhLmUpaq&mdash; José Ramón Cabañas (@JoseRCabanas) January 26, 2017 

 

“The Governor appreciates the port choosing not to do business with the Castro dictatorship,” Scott 

spokeswoman Jackie Schutz said in an email to the Miami Herald. 

 

After a meeting with Port Everglades Director Steve Cernak, the seven-member Cuban delegation toured 

the facilities, viewing the site where the port hopes to dredge so it can handle the big ships that now traverse 

the expanded Panama Canal, and its cruise facilities. 

 

"I think the event went well ultimately. It was really about putting the business community together for a 

discussion,” said Cernak. 

 

After discussing the MOU with the Cuban delegation, he said, “We agreed to put off the signing.” But he 

said the flap over the MOU pointed up the need for more dialogue. 

 

Members of the Cuban delegation said they would still like to see the MOU signed when it’s possible. 

 

“The United States is our natural market and very close to us,” said Eradis González de la Peña, president 

of Almacenes Universales, a Cuban logistics company that oversees the Mariel Container Terminal and the 

port. 

 

“Our interest is to insert the port of Mariel and the Mariel Economic Development Zone into the logistical 

corridors of the ports of the United States and become part of their supply chains,” she said. 

 

“We thought signing the MOU would be a first step in realizing this goal. We’ll keep on working on it,” 

said González. 

 

As for Scott’s comments, she said: “As a governor, he has the right – and what’s more we respect that.”  

The Cubans lunched with executives from the cruise lines and Crowley Maritime, which has been offering 

shipping service to Cuba for the past 15 years, and planned to cap the day with a “Doing Business with 

Cuba” seminar for about 150 members of the local business community. 

 

“The port director was a little upset the way things transpired. Nevertheless he understood the governor’s 

position,” Broward County Commissioner Chip LaMarca said Thursday morning, minutes after speaking 

with Cernak. “With respect to the MOU, it was canceled yesterday afternoon once the governor’s position 

was made.”  

 

http://www.portofpalmbeach.com/DocumentCenter/View/1222
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Cuba?src=hash
https://twitter.com/PortEverglades
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The draft of the two-page memo of understanding, obtained by the Herald under Florida’s public records 

law, says “the parties believe it is in their mutual interest to establish an alliance of cooperation aimed at 

generating new business by promoting the all water route between Port Everglades” and the ports of Cuba. 

“Such new business would help to increase the present level of economic growth by increasing job 

opportunities and revenues at Port Everglades and increasing revenues at the Ports in Cuba.” 

 

Ellen Kennedy, a Port Everglades spokeswoman, called it a “goodwill gesture” similar to sister seaport 

agreements that the port has in place with five other ports around the world. “It’s something we were hoping 

to have,” she said. 

 

When port officials picked the Cuban delegation up at the airport Thursday morning, “they said the MOU 

wasn’t a big deal,” Kennedy said. “It seemed like they were more interested in the business meeting and 

forming business alliances and promoting the port of Mariel.”  

 

All container traffic that previously went to Havana has been shifted to the deep-water Port of Mariel. 

Adjacent to that port, the Cuban government also is developing the Mariel Special Economic Development 

Zone, where it hopes to attract foreign investment and companies with cutting-edge production capabilities. 

Crowley Maritime, Port Everglades’ largest customer, offers a Port Everglades-to-Mariel route three times 

a month with continuing service to Honduras and Guatemala. It has been offering service from the Fort 

Lauderdale port to Cuba for the past 15 years, mainly transporting frozen chicken parts. 

 

Cuba trade is hardly new for Florida.  

 

Under exceptions to the embargo that allow food and other humanitarian exports to Cuba, the United States 

has exported more than 4,806,368 metric tons of products to the island since 2010. 

 

Of that amount, more than 737,155 metric tons have been transported from ports located in Florida, 

according to John Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council. This represents more 

than 15 percent of the total transported since 2010.  

 

“Gov. Scott’s comments focus upon the ethics of exporting to countries where the United States has 

diplomatic and commercial relations but does not share the same political system,” Kavulich said. “For 

consistency, would the governor oppose port funding for those that assist with exports to China, Vietnam, 

Turkey and countries throughout the Middle East?” 

 

But over three posts on Twitter Wednesday, Scott said he would ask state lawmakers to restrict dollars for 

ports that “enter into any agreement with [the] Cuban dictatorship.” 

 

Scott’s tweets came a day after the first legal cargo from Cuba in more than half a century — artisanal 

charcoal — arrived Tuesday in Port Everglades aboard a Crowley ship. The two containers of hardwood 

charcoal were produced by private Cuban worker cooperatives, making the Cuban exports legal under rules 

issued by former President Barack Obama in his quest to normalize relations with Cuba. 

 

The Cuban delegation has already paid visits to ports in Houston and New Orleans, and plans on calling on 

the Port of Palm Beach, Port Tampa Bay and the Port of Virginia in Norfolk before returning to Cuba in 

early February. 
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Port cancels signing of pact with Cuba after Gov. Scott threatens to cut funding  
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Rick Scott, Governor of Florida, comments on ports in Florida doing business with the "ruthless dictator" Raul Castro". The governor was in Fort 

Lauderdale today to announce tax cuts for this year's budget. Charlie Trainor Jr. The Miami Herald 

 

By Amy Sherman, Mimi Whitefield and Patricia Mazzei 

 

After Gov. Rick Scott threatened to financially cut off Florida ports that do business with Cuba, Port 

Everglades in Fort Lauderdale canceled its plans to sign an agreement with Cuba. 

 

Broward County Commissioner Chip LaMarca told the Miami Herald on Thursday morning, minutes after 

speaking with port director Steve Cernak, that Cernak told him the memorandum of understanding with 

Cuba won’t be signed. However, LaMarca said that port officials will still hold their scheduled meeting 

with the Cuba delegation at the port in Fort Lauderdale on Thursday. 

 

“The port director was a little upset way things transpired, nevertheless he understood the governor’s 

position,” LaMarca said. “With respect to the MOU it was canceled yesterday afternoon once the governor’s 

position was made. They are going to still have meeting.” 

 

Cuban Ambassor José Ramón Cabañas tweeted a photo of the Cuban delegation visiting Port Everglades 

on Thursday. 

 

#Cuba Ports delegation tours @PortEverglades and exchanges with local executives 

pic.twitter.com/HaPhLmUpaq&mdash; José Ramón Cabañas (@JoseRCabanas) January 26, 2017 

 

Port authorities sent a brief email to reporters confirming the meeting would continue. 

 

“The National Port Administration of Cuba has indicated to Port Everglades administration that there is no 

need for a memorandum of understanding at this time. However, today’s business meeting and related 

activities will continue as planned.” 

 

Port leaders could not be reached for comment.  

 

“The Governor appreciates the port choosing not to do business with the Castro dictatorship,” Scott 

spokeswoman Jackie Schutz said in an email to the Herald. 

 

Scott revealed Wednesday on Twitter that he would ask state lawmakers to restrict funding for ports that 

“enter into any agreement with [the] Cuban dictatorship.” Port Everglades planned to do so Thursday, and 

the Port of Palm Beach on Friday. 

 

“I will recommend restricting state funds for ports that work with Cuba in my budget,” Scott tweeted.  

 

The Port of Palm Beach, which is in Riviera Beach, did not immediately react to Port Everglades’ decision. 

Scott’s funding threat came a day after the first legal cargo from Cuba in more than 50 years arrived in Port 

Everglades. The containers contained hardwood charcoal made by private work cooperatives, which are 

allowed only rules issued by former President Barack Obama in his quest to normalize relations with Cuba.  

 

Broward County Administrator Bertha Henry underscored to the Herald in an email that the meeting with 

the Cuban delegation was still scheduled Thursday. The seven-member delegation planned an all-day visit. 

“Members of Administration (Port Staff, in particular) will be joining members of the business community 

at the meeting today with the Cuban delegation in support of our major cargo tenant, notwithstanding the 

Governor’s tweet,” Henry wrote.  

 

The delegation has already paid visits to ports in Houston and New Orleans, and plans on dropping in on 

the Port of Palm Beach, Port Tampa Bay and the Port of Virginia in Norfolk before returning to Cuba in 

early February. 

http://www.miamiherald.com/news/politics-government/article128713509.html
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The port’s deal with the National Port Administration of Cuba was in the works since early 2016 and ready 

to sign since May. 

 

Trade with Cuba is hardly new for Florida ports. Under exceptions to the embargo that allow food and other 

humanitarian exports to Cuba, the United States has exported more than 4,806,368 metric tons of products 

to the island since 2010. 

 

Of that amount, more than 737,155 metric tons have been transported from ports located in the State of 

Florida, according to John Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council. This 

represents more than 15 percent of the total transported since 2010.  

 

LaMarca said that Crowley Maritime Corporation, the Port Everglades tenant that brought in the cargo of 

artisanal Cuban charcoal this week, has shipped goods under a humanitarian agreement with the federal 

government since 2001. That arrangement will continue. 

 

The port has MOUs with five other ports around the world. 

 

 

The Hill 
Washington, DC 

25 January 2017 
 

Florida company gets OK to ship electric cars to Cuba 
 

By Melanie Zanona  

   

 
© Getty Images 

 

A Miami-based auto company has received the green light to ship American-made electric cars to Cuba, 

following an effort by former President Obama to restore diplomatic relations with the island nation. 

 

Premier Automotive Export, which is a subsidiary of an auto dealer headquartered in Cayman Islands, 

received a four-year license this month from the U.S. Bureau of Industry and Security to ship electrified 

vehicles and charging stations to Cuba, according to the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council. 

 

The cars can’t be sold to any Cuban government-operated entities, but can be sent to embassies, private 

enterprises and U.S. businesses on the island.  Cuba has still not authorized American companies to directly 

export products to non-Cuban government-operated entities, even though the U.S. has, the council noted. 

 

Meanwhile, it’s unclear whether President Trump, who threatened to reverse the opening of relations with 

Cuba if the communist government doesn’t adopt changes, has plans to change U.S. policy towards Cuba. 

 

“I have to follow up with you. We've got nothing that we're ready to announce at this point,” said White 

House press secretary Sean Spicer when recently pressed on the issue. 

 

Premier Automotive Export plans to ship Nissan Leaf electric cars and install 50 charging locations in gas 

stations across Havana.  

http://thehill.com/author/melanie-zanona
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Some of the American companies operating in Cuba are Delta Air Lines, American Airlines, JetBlue and 

Starwood Hotels and Resorts Worldwide. 

 

“Electric vehicles will be used by the various embassies as their official government vehicle. Premier 

Automotive Export is seeking a U.S. Export License to ship 100 percent electric vehicles and charge stations 

to Cuba,” the company said in its application. “This new business will not only benefit the Cuban people 

by reducing the country's carbon footprint, but also by creating jobs and having a positive effect of our 

economy.” 

 

The license only allows the Cayman auto dealer to ship cars through its U.S.-based subsidiary in Florida 

and stipulates that ownership of the cars cannot be transferred. 

 

Tampa Bay Times 
St. Petersburg, Florida 

25 January 2017 
 

Gov. Scott warns Florida ports not to do business with Cuba  
 

Paul Guzzo, Times Staff Writer  

 

 
Governor Rick Scott, touting his tax cuts during a visit Wednesday to Beneficial Blends in Tampa, told reporters that the state's ports should 

refrain from reaching any agreements with Cuba. [EVE EDELHEIT | Times] 

 

Gov. Rick Scott warned Florida's ports via Twitter on Wednesday not to do business with Cuba, a day 

before a delegation of Cuban maritime leaders arrive in the state hoping to strengthen business ties here. 

 

"Disappointed some FL ports would enter into any agreement with Cuban dictatorship," Scott wrote. "I will 

recommend restricting state funds for ports that work with Cuba in my budget." 

 

Whether Port Tampa Bay was planning on entering into an agreement with Cuba remained unclear. 

 

The Cuban delegation visits Tampa on Feb. 1 and 2 and the Tampa port had planned to sign a memorandum 

of understanding, proposing they start discussing business opportunities allowed under U.S. law, said 

Patrick Allman, a member of the Tampa port's governing board. 

 

What's more, Allman said, the memorandum had been approved by the Office of Foreign Assets Control, 

the U.S. Treasury Department agency that administers and enforces trade sanctions against Cuba. 

 

"I was under the understanding that we were doing this," Allman said. "With what the governor said, I'm 

not sure now." 

But another port official, communications vice president Edward Miyagishima, said there were no plans in 

Tampa to sign a memorandum of understanding, either before or after the governor posted his tweets. 

 

"Not to my knowledge," Miyagishima said. "We are not going to look at an MOU until we get an okay 

from OFAC. We are taking a very conservative approach." 

 

Miyagishima said the Tampa visit isn't part of an official port tour. Rather, the delegation is headed here 

for a conference of the American Association of Port Authorities, called "Planning for Shifting Trade," at 

the Tampa Marriott Waterside Hotel & Marina. 

 

http://www.tampabay.com/writers/paul-guzzo


Another observer tracking the Cuban delegation, John Kavulich of the New York-based U.S.-Cuba Trade 

and Economic Council, said he, too, had received word a memorandum would be signed, from "someone 

directly involved with the Cuba delegation." 

 

Three of the documents were to be signed during the Cuban delegation's Florida visit, Kavulich said — 

with Port Tampa Bay next week, Port Everglades in Fort Lauderdale today, and the Port of Palm Beach 

during a visit there today through Friday. 

 

The two South Florida ports announced last week they would sign memoranda with the Cuban delegation 

to open discussions on future business possibilities. 

 

Asked how the governor's tweet affected plans by the Port of Palm Beach, executive director Manuel Almira 

said Wednesday, "We are not ready to answer that question yet." Port Everglades could not be reached 

Wednesday. 

 

"It would be a shame to see Port Tampa Bay give in to political pressure over what is good for our local 

economy and businesses, and for the Cuban people," said U.S. Rep. Kathy Castor, D-Tampa, who has been 

pushing to open relations with Cuba. 

 

A travel and trade embargo was imposed after Cuba embraced communism in the 1960s. Former President 

Barack Obama moved to normalize relations. 

 

Shortly after issuing the warning, Gov. Scott doubled down during a Wednesday news conference in Tampa 

where he announced proposed tax cuts for the new state budget. 

 

"I don't believe any port in our state, none of them, should be doing business with a brutal dictator," Scott 

told reporters. 

 

He clarified that his warning was aimed at seaports only, not airports. Commercial flights serving Havana 

recently resumed from Tampa and other U.S. cities after more than five decades. 

 

Scott's office later told the Tampa Bay Times that the tweets were sent following the news that Port of Palm 

Beach and Port Everglades would be signing memoranda of understanding this week. Port Tampa Bay was 

not mentioned by the governor's office. 

 

Scott's threat to cut funding would be reflected in the spending proposal he sends lawmakers, who decide 

the state budget. 

 

But the governor's tweet also caught the attention of Tampa Mayor Bob Buckhorn, who sits on the 

governing board of Port Tampa Bay and opposes engagement with Cuba. 

 

"The governor controls the purse strings for a lot of the investment in our port," Buckhorn said. "The state 

has contributed tens of millions of dollars to port-related infrastructure. We're counting on that money 

moving forward." 

 

 

The Maritime Executive 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

25 January 2017 
 

Cuban Trade Delegation Visits Port of New Orleans 
 



 
Courtesy Port of New Orleans 

 

By MarEx  

 

A group of economic development officials and port operators from Cuba are making a goodwill tour of 

six American seaports, and on Wednesday, they arrived at the Port of New Orleans to discuss new 

opportunities for trade. 

The delegation met with representatives from local manufacturers, shippers and logistics providers, and the 

port gave them a tour of the harbor. In return, the delegates gave an overview of investment opportunities 

at the Mariel Special Economic Zone and the new Mariel Container Terminal, located about 15 nm to the 

west of Havana.  

 

Delegations of American port executives and economic development officials have already visited Cuba, 

including representatives from Norfolk, Port Everglades, Tampa, Houston, and New Orleans.  

 

“We’re very pleased that Cuba’s leading trade ambassadors are visiting Louisiana so soon after our [earlier] 

business development mission there,” said Louisiana economic development secretary Don Pierson. “We 

have an unmatched port system here in Louisiana, and the leaders of those ports continue to prioritize trade 

with Cuba on many fronts." 

 

The first legal cargo shipment from Cuba in 50 years arrived in Port Everglades on Tuesday, and other ports 

are taking notice of the potential for more cargo volume. "For states with port facilities, there is substantial 

political and commercial interest," said John Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic 

Council, speaking to Reuters.  

 

The future of U.S.-Cuban trade is uncertain, as President Donald Trump has promised to review and 

potentially cancel the many diplomatic agreements that former President Barack Obama reached with 

Havana over the last several years. In September, Trump expressed openness to normalized trade relations 

with Cuba, but two months later he tweeted that if "Cuba is unwilling to make a better deal for the Cuban 

people, the Cuban/American people and the U.S. as a whole, I will terminate the deal.”  

 

The Cuban trade delegation includes:  

René Rolando Fernández Lara, Director of Inland Waterway and Sea Transport; 

Ana Teresa Igarza, General Director, Office of Mariel Special Development Zone;  

Eradis Gonzá Peńa, President of Almacenes Universales SA; 

Leonardo Sosa Barrios, Assistant Director, Mariel Container Terminal; 

Tania Vazquez, Senior Official, Ministry of Foreign Trade and Investment;  

Joel Lago Oliva, First Secretary, Embassy of Cuba in Washington D.C.;  

Ernesto Vińas Betancourt, Advisor to the Deputy Minister of Transportation. 

 

Reuters 
Havana, Republic of Cuba 

24 January 2017 

 
Cuban trade delegation visits U.S. as Trump ponders détente 
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A boy wears the U.S. colors in Havana, Cuba. REUTERS/Stringer 

 

By Marc Frank | HAVANA  

 

A Cuban trade delegation arrived in the United States this week to visit four states and six ports, even as 

the Trump administration pondered what to do with a fragile detente initiated by its predecessor. 

 

U.S. President Donald Trump has threatened to scrap the move to normalize relations between Washington 

and Havana, one of former President Barack Obama's signature foreign policy initiatives, if he doesn't get 

“a better deal”. 

 

Port authorities along the U.S. Southern coast are strong proponents of increased trade and travel with Cuba, 

and some have expressed interest in using Mariel, located on the northwest coast of the Caribbean island, 

as a transshipment hub.  

 

"We're hopeful that when the Trump Administration conducts a thorough review of U.S.-Cuba policy, they 

will see how enhanced cooperation between our port terminals and the Port of Mariel, would be very 

beneficial to U.S. export industries, U.S. ports with access to Mariel's shipping lanes and could create jobs 

across the country," said James Williams, president of the Engage Cuba coalition that helped facilitate the 

trip. 

 

Delegations from the ports of Houston, New Orleans, Norfolk, Virginia, and Port Everglades, Palm Beach 

and Tampa in Florida, have already visited Mariel, often with top local and state executives. 

 

"For states with port facilities, there is substantial political and commercial interest," said John Kavulich, 

president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council, which has followed business ties between the two 

countries for two decades. 

 

"Ports are under the authorities of states, counties and cities, which means governors and mayors seeking 

value for their respective constituencies and seeking votes," Kavulich said.  

 

Seeking to reverse more than 50 years of U.S. efforts to force Communist-run Cuba to change by isolating 

it, Obama agreed with Cuban President Raul Castro in December 2014 to work to normalize relations. Since 

then the two countries have restored diplomatic ties and signed various cooperation agreements. 

 

Obama, a Democrat, used executive orders to circumvent the longstanding U.S. trade embargo on Cuba 

and ease some restrictions on travel and business. The embargo can only be lifted by the U.S. Congress, 

which is controlled by Republicans. 

 

Trump, who can reverse Obama's executive orders, has threatened to end the detente if Cuba does not make 

further political and other concessions, although the Republican businessman-turned-politician has not 

specified what these should be. 

 

WAITING FOR TRUMP  

 

The Cuban delegation, which includes top executives from the new container terminal and special 

development zone at Mariel and officials involved with cruise ships and investment and trade, is expected 

to sign non-binding cooperation agreements with some of the ports, meet with local businesses and visit 

Washington on Jan. 31. 

 

The Cubans are in New Orleans on Wednesday, after visiting Texas earlier in the week, and will travel next 

to Port Everglades for a meeting with cruise line executives. 

 

http://www.reuters.com/journalists/marc-frank


Cuba has avoided criticizing Trump since he took office on Friday and state-run media downplayed 

Saturday’s protests against him in Washington and around the world. 

 

Havana hotels and restaurants are full of U.S. travelers and cruise ships now crisscross Havana Bay almost 

daily. 

 

"We are all waiting. We don't know what to expect from Trump. A hit on the head or a shake of the hand," 

said tour guide Paulo Perez, waiting for a group of Americans at the famed Hotel Nacional in Havana. 

 

 

Cuba Trade Magazine 
Miami, Florida 
24 January 2017 

 

Cuba debt deal signals re-engagement with international financial markets 
 

By Victoria Mckenzie 

 
Cuba took another conciliatory step toward international financial markets in recent months with a $40 

million payment to its Paris Club creditors to several creditor countries, less than one year after signing a 

monumental debt restructuring agreement. 

 

Following decades of default, 14 member-states of the Paris Club agreed to waive $8.5 billion of Cuba’s 

outstanding $11.1 billion debt. Now, Cuba is expected to pay $2.6 billion over an 18-year period, including 

interest and penalties. As part of the implementation process, Cuba signed individual restructuring deals 

with each creditor nation in 2016, converting a large portion of the remaining debt into cooperative 

agreements and development credits. 

 

The Paris Club, which began forming in 1956, is a forum of 21 wealthy creditor nations that work 

collectively to renegotiate official government debts and provide relief to poor and emerging countries. 

Commercial debts are treated separately by a group of private creditors known as the London Club. 

 

“The creditors in the Paris Club are creditors that have a longstanding interest in Cuba, both in investment 

interest, and as sort of a sovereign interest,” says José M. Gabilondo, a professor of law at Florida 

International University in Miami. “So if Cuba runs into more problems, these countries will take the long 

view in terms of making more changes because they are professional creditors and realize that sometimes 

it takes debtors a very long time to come out of the well.” 

 

While the full extent of Cuba’s external debt is unknown, Cuban leaders have come to terms with $50 

billion in debt to foreign creditors over the past six years. In 2011, Cuba signed a restructuring agreement 

with China, its top creditor and second largest trading partner, for an estimated $4 billion in government 

and commercial debt (this year, Granma—the official newspaper of the Communist Party—reported the 

debt canceled altogether as part of a bilateral cooperation agreement signed in September).  In 2012, 

Japanese commercial creditors reportedly waived 80 percent of a $1.4 billion debt, with the rest to be paid 

over a 20-year period. Following suit in 2013, Mexico forgave 70 percent of Cuba’s $487 million debt to 

the Banco Nacional de Comercio Exterior (Bancomext) amid speculation that Mexico hoped to gain a trade 

advantage over Brazil. 

 

And just months after Cuba sided with Russia against a 2014 UN resolution to invalidate the annexation of 

Crimea (in a move that some viewed as being done behind the Paris Club’s back) Russia signed an 

http://www.cubatrademagazine.com/author/victoria-mckenzie/
http://www.clubdeparis.org/


agreement to waive 90 percent of an outstanding $32 billion in Soviet-era debt. The remainder was to be 

invested in Cuba’s economy. 

Rodrigo Olivares-Caminal, an expert on sovereign debt who represents a group of Cuba’s commercial 

creditors, at the time characterized the Paris deal as “the last step before negotiating with the London Club 

creditors.” In 2016, Olivares-Caminal began negotiating a settlement on approximately $1.2 billion in 

commercial debt; Cuba’s full debt to private creditors, however, could total up to $8 billion. 

 

Swapping debt for development 
 

Under the terms of the 2015 Paris deal, member nations are allowed to convert a portion of Cuba’s 

remaining debt into credit for development, a swap that gives creditors a foothold in Cuba’s frontier 

economy.  Under the terms of the 2015 Paris deal, member nations can allow a portion of Cuba’s debt 

payments to instead go toward local development projects. These debt “swaps” not only allow creditor 

nations to strengthen diplomatic relations with Cuba, but are typically coordinated with the expansion of 

private equity interests on the island as well. 

 

Shortly after the deal was signed, France took the step of converting half of Cuba’s remaining debt, over 

$225 million, into a joint fund for development projects, and in October opened an Agence française de 

développement (AFD) office in Havana. Subsequent agreements with Spain and Italy both strengthen 

bilateral economic ties; Italy committed roughly $90 million of Cuba’s debt to socioeconomic development 

projects, and Spain secured a counterpart fund that will allow its businesses to make medium and long-term 

investments on the island. 

 

“The importance of the Paris Club agreement to Cuba was first, 80 percent or so of what they owed 

evaporated [and second] the repayment terms for the remainder were incredibly favorable,” says John S. 

Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council. “They were able to use some of the 

debt as creating incentives, by making it equity that could be used by companies located within the Paris 

Club creditor nations.” 

 

Swapping debt for equity, Kavulich says, “almost allows Cuba to provide their contribution virtually. It 

doesn’t require them to put up a lot of cash in order to get something, and that’s Cuba’s general commercial, 

economic and political model.” 

 

This past September, Raúl Castro held almost continuous meetings with leaders of Japan, Iran, China, and 

Russia—all of the nations that had offered large portions of debt cancelation, put funds toward 

development, and angled for favorable trade and investment deals. 

 

In the midst of the negotiations, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe became the first Japanese leader to visit Cuba 

since the 1959 revolution. 

 

During his meeting with Castro on September 22, Abe agreed to waive 65 percent of Cuba’s sovereign 

debt, equal to $1 billion, and keep a third of the remainder in the Cuban economy as an investment fund for 

Japanese businesses. Just prior to the visit, Japan’s Chief Cabinet Secretary Yoshihide Suga told the UN 

General Assembly that his government “hopes to help Japanese firms expand into Cuba,” inspired by the 

U.S. thaw.  During Chinese Premier Li Keqiang’s meeting with the Castros two days later, China signed at 

least 12 cooperative agreements with Cuba, including the cancellation of Cuba’s debt, and agreements to 

finance development projects across several sectors. 

 

Days after Keqiang’s visit, Russia’s Deputy Minister of Economics Nikolai Podguzov announced that his 

country was offering Cuba 55 projects worth almost $4 billion, a figure close to the remaining Soviet-era 

debt. Priorities for the investment include infrastructure, energy, IT, and transportation sectors—all of 

which involve Russian exports to Cuba, according to a report by Russian news agency TASS. 

 

While Cuba’s credit rating still indicates a ‘very high risk,’ according to a July 2016 D&B report, its outlook 

is characterized as ‘improving’ due to a series of investor-friendly economic reforms, and renewed 

diplomatic relations with the United States. Highly favorable debt settlements with Paris Club members 

and other bilateral trading partners show a global interest in Cuba’s economic potential, as well as a sense 

of urgency by other nations to get in beforethe Cuba’s northern neighbor becomes a potentially major 

competitor. 

http://www.afd.fr/lang/en/home
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United States and Cuba complete deals as Trump era set to begin 
 

 
President-elect Donald Trump speaks to diplomats at the Presidential Inaugural Committee (PIC) 

Chairman's Global Dinner in Washington. REUTERS/Jonathan Ernst 

 

By Marc Frank | HAVANA  

 

The Obama administration and Cuba continue to sign cooperation agreements this week, scrambling to 

complete negotiations on a range of issues with just days to go until Donald Trump is sworn in as U.S. 

president, potentially bringing a chill to relations.  

 

An agreement to cooperate on air and maritime search and rescue in the Florida Straits was signed on 

Wednesday in Havana, and another setting territorial limits in contested Gulf of Mexico waters was 

scheduled for signing on Wednesday or Thursday, according to diplomatic sources.  

 

A third agreement on health protocols for dealing with issues such as bird flu was scheduled for signing on 

Wednesday, but postponed for later this week. It would be the last of 22 accords that have been concluded 

in the last 18 months. 

 

Seeking to reverse more than 50 years of U.S. efforts to force Communist-run Cuba to change by isolating 

it, Democratic President Barack Obama agreed with Cuban President Raul Castro in December 2014 to 

work to normalize relations. Since then the two countries have restored diplomatic relations and Obama 

has taken a number of steps to increase travel and trade with Cuba. 

 

Trump, a Republican who will be sworn in on Friday, has threatened to end the detente if Cuba does not 

make further political and other concessions, although he has not specified what these should be. 

 

The prospect of a fresh chill has prompted both governments to wrap up negotiations on five agreements 

since the November election, including one on fighting international crime and another on preventing and 

containing oil spills.  

 

The Obama administration last week ended a 21-year-old special arrangement by which all Cubans arriving 

in the United States, including without visas, were entitled to stay and seek residency. The policy had long 

been criticized by the Cuban government.  

 

John Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council which has followed business ties 

between the two countries for two decades, noted that while there had been a large array of recent 

agreements and memorandums of understanding, not all were binding treaties. 

“The commercial, economic and political bilateral relationship between the United States and Cuba remains 

tentative, fragile, and immensely subject to the impact of winds from the north and winds from the south,” 

Kavulich said. 

 

The Trump transition team has included five Cuban-Americans who are vocal opponents of detente and 

who have close ties to Cuban-American lawmakers calling for a return to efforts to isolate Cuba. A number 

of Trump appointees, including his national security advisor, Michael Flynn, have expressed opposition to 

the effort to normalize relations. 

http://www.reuters.com/journalists/marc-frank


 

Obama has used executive orders, which can be scrapped by Trump, to circumvent the longstanding U.S. 

trade embargo on Cuba and ease some restrictions on travel and business. The embargo can be lifted only 

by the U.S. Congress, which is controlled by Republicans. 

 

 

Reuters 
Havana, Republic of Cuba 

13 January 2017 
 

By Marc Frank | HAVANA  

 

The head of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce met with Cuban President Raul Castro and in separate 

meetings with members of Castro's economic cabinet on Friday, as they prepare for the advent of a more 

hostile Trump administration next week. 

 

The chamber has been urging the Cuban government to sign a number of agreements with major companies 

such as General Electric (GE.N), negotiated over the last 18 months, before President-elect Donald Trump 

takes office on Jan. 20. 

 

A brief government statement said chamber President Thomas Donohue and Castro discussed “issues of 

mutual interest." 

 

“The goal of the U.S. business community has shifted from seeking more from Cuba to preserving what 

exists from the soon-to-be Trump administration,” John Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and 

Economic Council, said. 

 

“U.S. companies need the Cuban government to quickly and substantially expand its purchases of products 

and services and permit a highly visible presence of companies,” he said.     

 

Donohue was accompanied by Maurice Greenberg, chairman and chief executive officer of C.V. Starr & 

Co Inc, a major U.S. insurance company. 

 

The chamber has opposed the U.S. trade embargo for decades and is a strong supporter of the normalization 

process begun by President Barack Obama. 

 

That process has included the signing of 17 agreements between the two former Cold War foes and the use 

of executive orders to punch holes in the embargo, which can be lifted only by the U.S. Congress, now 

controlled by Republicans. 

 

Travel to the Communist-run Caribbean island from the United States has increased, with the start of direct 

flights and cruises and roaming agreements signed, but there have been no manufacturing or trade deals 

inked. 

 

Cuba and the Obama administration have been scrambling to deepen and cement their detente, through 

bilateral agreements and commercial links, since Trump's election in November. 

 

Cuba agreed earlier this month to export charcoal to the United States, the first export in half a century, and 

in December Google (GOOGL.O) reached an agreement to place servers on the island to quicken access to 

its products. 

 

Trump has said he will dismantle the still-fragile detente unless Cuba gives the United States a better deal, 

while providing no specifics. 

Trump is expected to review Cuba policy upon taking office and has named Jason Greenblatt, a Trump 

Organization executive and chief legal counsel, as negotiator for sensitive international issues, including 

Cuba. 

http://www.reuters.com/journalists/marc-frank
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U.S. trade with Cuba figures don’t add up 
 

 
Cuban fishermen look at the U.S. Maybank Shipping Company vessel, Helen III arriving to Havana harbor, 

11 July 2003, with 1,5 million dollars cargo in paper and wood from Alabama. This is the first time in 43 years that a ship 

with U.S. flag arrives to Cuba ADALBERTO ROQUE AFP/GETTY IMAGES 

 

Nora Gámez Torres 

 

The Obama Administration has said that trade with Cuba could reach up to $6 billion under its new policies, 

but U.S. companies in fact exported barely $380 million worth of goods to the island since the beginning 

of the thaw in bilateral relations two years ago.  

 

Commerce Secretary Penny Pritzker said early last year that her department had issued 490 licenses to 

companies trying to do business with Cuba valued at $4.3 billion. More recently, White House spokesman 

Josh Earnest said that since late 2014 “more than $6 billion in trade has been initiated between Cuba and 

the United States since then, which obviously has an important economic benefit here in the United States.” 

Experts said the administration is exaggerating, and that those numbers must be put in better context. 

 

They are doing it because they want to exaggerate and demonstrate how much progress and success there 

is. 

John Kavulich, U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council 

 

“While there may be licenses which total that value … in no way do the value of those licenses equate to 

actual economic activity” with Cuba, said John Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic 

Council, which has monitored bilateral trade since its founding in 1994. 

 

Kavulich said the George W. Bush administration, trying to ease the bureaucracy, allowed companies to 

seek licenses for commerce with Cuba with declared amounts that are “aspirational” rather than real. 

 

A U.S. company wanting to export goods to Cuba can then base its license application on its negotiations 

with the Cuban government, rather than the real value of a purchase. The new procedure voided the need 

to seek a new license if the final amount of the deal changed, Kavulich added. 

 

Kavulich, who keeps detailed tallies of U.S. exports to Cuba, estimated that from December of 2014 to 

October of 2016 the total of U.S. agricultural and medical exports to the island barely reached $370.6 

million. In fact, he added, all U.S. exports to Cuba since 2001 do not reach the $6 billion figure used by 

Earnest. 

 

U.S. Census data showed the exports to Cuba over the past two full years totaled $380 million. 

One Commerce Department official confirmed that the numbers used by Pritzker and Earnest reflect the 

paper value of the licenses issued and other operations allowed under the new Obama policies, and do not 

necessarily reflect real exports. 

 

“Sometimes the companies obtain the licenses when they are still working on the details. The final 

agreement may be for a different amount, or the deal can die along the way,” the official added. 



 

Cuba, whose economy grew by a meager 0.9 percent in all of 2016 and actually shrank during the last part 

of the year — going into recession for the first time since 1993 — also simply does not have the money to 

pay for the level of imports claimed by the Obama administration. 

 

U.S. exports to Cuba — principally food items such as chicken, soya and corn — indeed fell since Obama 

began easing sanctions on Cuba. 

 

“When the Obama Administration pulls out these numbers without explaining the background, the 

perception is a). that there is a huge amount of activity between the U.S. and Cuba; b). that Cuba is spending 

of all this money with U.S. companies and c)…When the numbers do not equate with reality, the perception 

is that Cuba has refused to engage… and it puts them in the position of they saying no to all this stuff, when 

they are not,” said Kavulich. 

 

“They are doing it because they want to exaggerate and demonstrate how much progress and success there 

is,” he added. “But lying to make a marketing point is not a good strategy, especially for a government.” 

Bloomberg BNA 
New York, New York 

5 January 2017 

 

Cuba Hobbled by Fickle Internet Service—A Look at U.S.-Cuba Trade 
 

From Daily Report for Executives  
Daily Report for Executives provides in-depth coverage of unfolding legislative, regulatory, and judicial 

news from the nation’s capital, the states, and around the world. This daily news service... 

 

By Stephanie Beasley  

If Cubans were to list recent U.S.-Cuba trade policy changes that seemed good in theory but were unlikely 

to have a significant impact on their daily lives anytime soon, they might start with online shopping, 

according to interviews with Bloomberg BNA in Havana.  

 

The Obama administration released the last of six packages of executive orders in October. Within it was a 

provision that permits online retailers in the U.S. to sell products directly to Cubans for their personal use 

including items like televisions, toothpaste, clothing and soap.  

 

In its two-year effort to normalize relations between the two countries, the administration has said it tried 

to prioritize humanitarian engagement and improvements in the lives of average Cubans.  

 

“The theory is that more openness and more interconnectivity benefits the Cuban people,” one senior 

administration official said during an Oct. 14 press call announcing the most recent policy changes.  

 

 
 

President-elect Donald Trump has threatened to roll back the policy changes unless Cuba makes 

concessions, which has dismayed lawmakers and lobby groups who say that, among other benefits, the new 

policies have helped foster Cuban entrepreneurship.  

 

Policy Meets Reality 

 

https://www.bna.com/daily-report-executives-p6093/
mailto:sBeasley@bna.com
http://www.cfr.org/cuba/us-cuba-relations/p11113


Some Cubans told Bloomberg BNA that they were dubious about the prospect of online shopping. It 

presents a logistical quandary, they said.  

 

Wi-Fi on the island remains limited to designated outdoor hotspots. On any given day, one can walk through 

Havana and see people making international internet calls and checking e-mails from benches.  At one Wi-

Fi hotspot at the intersection of two main streets, Linea and L, a young woman who identified herself only 

as Adriana was selling Wi-Fi access codes. The pay-per-hour access cards are generally sold at government-

run kiosks. But the supply can start to run low by early afternoon, presenting an opportunity for people like 

Adriana to make black market sales.  

 

Bloomberg BNA, whose interviews with Cubans involved a translator, asked Adriana what she thought of 

the prospect of buying U.S. products online.  

 

“Yes, yes, if you can do that it’s always good,” she said. “As long as it is good for the economy of the 

country, I think it is good.”  

 

Adriana said she looked forward to buying clothes and shoes, which are expensive and often of low quality 

in Cuba. But she also said she worried about the slow, spotty connections in Havana.  

 

 
 

Cuba’s telecommunications agency, Empresa de Telecomunicaciones de Cuba (ETESCA), offers 2G 

standard mobile services capable of handling phone calls and text messages for approximately 85 percent 

of the population. ETESCA also has roaming agreements with more than 100 foreign telecom carriers, 

including Sprint Corp. and Verizon Communications Inc., and it recently signed a deal with Alphabet Inc.'s 

Google to expand services. Also, the government announced in December that it would launch a two-month 

trial that would connect 2,000 homes to the internet in the Old Havana colonial district.  

 

However, ETESCA has not yet established continual access along the major thoroughfares of Havana, 

which has a population of more than 2 million, according to a recent report from the U.S. International 

Trade Commission (USITC).  

 

Signed, Sealed, Delivered 

 

Internet connections are just one concern. Once Cubans successfully navigate slow internet connections 

and purchase products online, the next question is: Will the products actually get to them?  

 

The U.S. Postal Service resumed direct mail service to Cuba in March. But a U.S.-Cuba agreement to 

resume flights between the two countries applies only to passengers and parcel post, Ivan Chacon, the head 

of international relations at Cuba’s Ministry of Transportation, told Bloomberg BNA. Cargo packages are 

not included. That’s one of several challenges, he said.  

 

“Really, purchasing through eBay, through these online systems, is subject to a number of things,” he said. 

“First, that we have the online platform to access this market. Second, that we have [a way] to make 

payments. And third, that we agree on the shipping terms, which would have to be by plane so that it can 

actually be considered e-commerce because it does not make sense to pay for an item if it’ll take as long to 

get here as if it were coming by boat.”  

 

The reason U.S. packages are not currently being shipped to Cuba by plane is that the Cuban government 

has not permitted it, John Kavulich, president of the U.S-Cuba Trade and Economic Council, said. The civil 



aviation arrangement between the two countries allowed for United Parcel Service and FedEx to extend 

operations to Cuba. But the Cuban government has not authorized the services, he said.  

 

Further, he noted that the Obama administration has granted U.S. companies, including retailers, permission 

to establish distribution centers on the island but they also need approval from Cuba, which they have not 

received.  

 

Other Complications 

 

If packages arrived, they would need to go through Customs, a prospect that some Cubans said they also 

found discouraging.  

 

“In Customs, when they see a confusing package they will never deliver it and they will never give any 

explanation for that,” said one young man at the hotspot on Linea and L, who declined to give his name.  

“Probably only 1 percent of the people who buy on the internet will get their packages here,” he said.  

 

All of these complications reflect the Obama administration’s eagerness to push through changes without 

really negotiating with the Cuban government about how they would be implemented, Kavulich said. The 

administration was working under the assumption that Hillary Clinton would win the election and as 

president would continue talks with Cuba, he said. The Cuban government also thought Clinton would win, 

he added.  

 

The policy changes look good but lack substance and the majority of Cubans have not been directly affected, 

Kavulich said.  

 

“Their lives have not improved nor will they until the government of the Republic of Cuba adopts far-

reaching commercial, economic and political reforms,” Kavulich told Bloomberg BNA. “A primary reform 

must be a reunification of the two currencies.”  

Cuba has a dual currency system that includes the Cuban peso (CUP) paid to Cubans and the Cuban 

convertible peso (CUC) used by tourists. Neither are exchangeable in foreign markets, and it is unclear if 

they would be accepted by U.S. online retailers.  

 

The National Retail Federation, whose membership includes online stores, did not respond to a request for 

comment. Amazon.com Inc. and eBay Inc. also did not immediately respond.  

 

Paying for Goods, Services 

 

Discrepancies between the two countries’ banking systems have plagued attempts to re-establish normal 

business relations.  

 

“We have a group of procedures, which are certainly not 100 percent compatible with the American 

system,” Chacon said. He added that the banking system and payment methods are subject to a series of 

resolutions from the Ministry of Commerce, which decides what regulations should apply to imported 

goods.  

 

The lack of a modern banking system in Cuba, the government’s unfamiliarity with the market economy, 

and the dearth of investment-related regulations on the island are real concerns, Deitra Crawley, a partner 

at the Atlanta-based Taylor English Duma LLP, said.  

 

Crawley leads the Atlanta-Cuba Direct Investment Exchange, which fosters conversations between Cuban 

government officials and businesses in Atlanta. She said her firm has been advising the Cuban embassy as 

it works to establish new business practices. Some of the items that must be settled before normal business 

relations can begin include agreeing on basic contract terms and deciding which country’s laws govern 

partnerships, Crawley said.  

 

“In helping them understand how we, as a business community, operate it doesn’t suggest that our way is 

the better way or vice versa,” she told Bloomberg BNA. “It’s just that we have to find that medium ground 

whereby both parties benefit.”  

 



Looking Ahead 

 

But more steps will need to be taken before the average Cuban benefits from the trade policy changes, the 

young man at the Linea and L hotspot said. For example, most Cubans don’t make enough money to even 

think about shopping online or buying U.S. products, he said.  

 

Cuba’s average salary is $20 per month, according to USITC. Only Cubans with relatives outside the 

country who could buy the items for them would really reap the rewards of online shopping, the man said.  

“They have to increase salaries,” he said. “What we actually need is for President Obama to become 

president here. I would vote for him.”  

 

 

El Nuevo Herald 
Miami, Florida 
4 January 2017 

 

Gobierno de Obama infla cifras de comercio con Cuba  
 

 
Pescadores en el Malecón habanero observan la entrada al Puerto de La Habana de un buque mercante 

estadounidense en esta foto de archivo. ADALBERTO ROQUE AFP/GETTY IMAGES 

 

Nora Gámez Torres  

 

La Casa Blanca se ha referido a un potencial de $6,000 millones en comercio con Cuba, pero la realidad es 

que las compañías estadounidenses apenas exportaron mercancías por cerca de $380 millones a la isla desde 

el inicio del deshielo, en diciembre del 2014. 

 

A principios de año, la secretaria de Comercio Penny Pritzker declaró que el departamento que dirige había 

otorgado 490 licencias a compañías interesadas en hacer negocios con Cuba por un valor de $4,300 millone 

s de dólares. Más recientemente, el vocero de la Casa Blanca, Josh Earnest dijo que, desde diciembre del 

2014, cuando se anunció la nueva política hacia Cuba, “se había iniciado comercio por más de $6,000 

millones entre Cuba y Estados Unidos, lo que obviamente ha tenido un importante beneficio económico 

aquí en los Estados Unidos”. 

 

Sin embargo, expertos consideran que la Administración exagera y que esas cifras deben ser puestas en 

contexto. 

 

“Aunque puede haber licencias por el total de ese valor...de ninguna manera el valor de esas licencias 

equivale a la actividad económica real” con Cuba, considera John Kavulich, presidente del U.S.-Cuba Trade 

and Economic Council, una organización que monitorea las relaciones comerciales con la isla desde su 

fundación en 1994. 

 

Según Kavulich, para “aliviar el papeleo”, la Administración de George W. Bush permitió a las empresas 

solicitar licencias con valor en dólares que no necesariamente equivalen al monto real de las operaciones 

sino a las “aspiraciones”. 

 

De este modo, una empresa estadounidense interesada en exportar alimentos a Cuba podría basar la 

solicitud de su licencia en promesas de la compañía estatal importadora Alimport, pero no en el monto real 

de la compra, lo cual ahorraría, además, volver a solicitar una nueva licencia, explica el experto. 

 

https://www.commerce.gov/news/secretary-speeches/2016/02/us-secretary-commerce-penny-pritzker-delivers-remarks-second-us-cuba
https://www.commerce.gov/news/secretary-speeches/2016/02/us-secretary-commerce-penny-pritzker-delivers-remarks-second-us-cuba


Kavulich, quien recopila sistemáticamente las cifras de las exportaciones a Cuba, calcula que entre 

diciembre del 2014 y octubre del 2016, las exportaciones a la isla de productos agrícolas y médicos apenas 

llegaron a $370,663,863, una cifra muy inferior a los $6,000 millones mencionados por la Casa Blanca. De 

hecho, todo lo exportado a la isla desde el 2001 está por debajo de esa cifra. 

 

Según las cifras oficiales de la Oficina del Censo de Estados Unidos, las exportaciones a Cuba en los últimos 

dos años alcanzaron los $380 millones. 

 

Un funcionario del Departamento de Comercio confirmó al Nuevo Herald que las cifras citadas por Pritzker 

y Earnest se corresponden con los montos de las licencias especiales expedidas o con operaciones 

autorizadas gracias a excepciones en las sanciones a Cuba, y que no necesariamente se corresponden con 

las exportaciones reales. 

 

“Algunas veces las compañías obtienen las licencias cuando todavía están ultimando detalles. El acuerdo 

puede que no sea por esa cantidad o puede que se descarrile por el camino”, aclaró el funcionario. 

 

La economía cubana, cuyo Producto Interno Bruto decreció en 0.9 por ciento en 2016 y entró en recesión 

por primera vez desde 1993, tampoco podría absorber semejante volumen de exportaciones provenientes 

de Estados Unidos, por lo que los exportadores tendrían que buscar modos de financiar las ventas. Desde 

que el presidente Barack Obama anunció su nueva política de acercamiento a Cuba, las exportaciones a la 

isla –principalmente de alimentos como pollo, soya y maíz– decrecieron, contrario a la lógica de unas 

mejores relaciones entre ambos países. 

 

“Cuando la Administración Obama saca estos números sin explicar su trasfondo, la percepción es: a) que 

hay una enorme cantidad de actividad entre Estados Unidos y Cuba; b) que Cuba gasta todo ese dinero con 

empresas estadounidenses; y c) cuando los números no se corresponden con la realidad, la percepción es 

que Cuba le ha dicho ‘no’ a todas esas oportunidades cuando no ha sido así”, comentó Kavulich. 

“Lo hacen porque quieren exagerar y demostrar cuánto progreso se ha alcanzado, pero mentir para hacer 

marketing no es una buena estrategia, especialmente para un gobierno”, opinó. 

 

The Washington Times 
Washington, DC 

3 January 2017 

 



 
 

Donald Trump crackdown looms for Cuba as repression continues after Obama outreach 

 

 
Cuban President Raul Castro and his government have benefited more than his people from 

the Obama administration’s detente. (Associated Press)  

 

Page A1 

 
By Dave Boyer 

 

President Obama’s historic move to normalize relations with Cuba hasn’t slowed repression by the Castro 

regime, and the incoming Trump administration is likely to take a tougher stand on restricting tourism, 

recovering stolen U.S. assets and demanding human rights reforms by Havana, analysts say. 

 

In the two years since Mr. Obama announced a thaw in the United States’ half-century policy of isolating 

the island nation, the administration has paved the way for increased engagement, approving such measures 

as daily commercial flights, direct mail service, cruise ship ports of call and the reopenings of long-shuttered 

embassies in Washington and Havana. 

 

But Mr. Obama’s policy has not been fully embraced on Capitol Hill and is vulnerable to reversal under 

the Trump administration, though the president’s aides say his detente is already bearing fruit in Cuba and 

beyond. 

 

“We’re seeing real progress that is making life better for Cubans right now,” said White House Deputy 

National Security Adviser Ben Rhodes. “Sustaining this policy will allow for further opening, further travel, 

further U.S. business opportunities.” 

 

But critics say the U.S. money now flowing to Cuba is being pocketed directly by the military and the 

Cuban intelligence services, not benefiting Cuban entrepreneurs. They also say the government of President 

Raul Castro has become more repressive since the formal resumption of diplomatic ties with Washington. 
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“This year, they’ve had over 10,000 politically motivated arrests,” said Ana Quintana, an analyst on Latin 

America at the conservative Heritage Foundation. “During President Obama’s visit [in March], there were 

498 people arrested in those three days.” 

 

Judging by the standards Mr. Obama laid out in December 2014, she said, “the policy has been a failure.” 

 

“It was originally intended to help the Cuban people by providing greater freedoms,” Ms. Quintana said. 

“It’s been diluted, because they found that they’re not going to get the concessions from the Cuban 

government that they expected. The vast majority of people who have benefited from this have been the 

Cuban military and the Cuban government.” 

 

President-elect Donald Trump is likely to take a less rosy view than Mr. Obama of the U.S. engagement 

with Cuba, say those familiar with his team’s thinking. During the presidential campaign, Mr. Trump 

criticized Mr. Obama and Democratic rival Hillary Clinton for “turning a blind eye” to Cuba’s human rights 

violations and denounced Mr. Obama’s initial deal with Havana as a “very weak agreement.” Several anti-

Castro Cuban-American conservatives are part of Mr. Trump’s transition team. 

 

Despite making a strong pitch for Florida’s Cuban-American vote, Mr. Trump has kept his options open — 

aside from pressing harder for human rights. 

 

“All of the concessions that Barack Obama has granted the Castro regime were done through executive 

order, which means the next president can reverse them — and that is what I will do unless the Castro 

regime meets our demands,” Mr. Trump said during a Florida campaign swing in September. “Those 

demands will include religious and political freedom for the Cuban people” — demands that the Castro 

government has rejected as a condition of the detente negotiations. 

 

In a Twitter post Nov. 28, three weeks after his election, Mr. Trump said, “If Cuba is unwilling to make a 

better deal for the Cuban people, the Cuban/American people and the U.S. as a whole, I will terminate 

deal.” 

 

Although Mr. Trump isn’t expected to shut down the revived relationship entirely, he will push harder for 

U.S. businesses and individuals to recover the estimated $8 billion worth of property expropriated by the 

Cuban government, said John Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council Inc. 

 

“I don’t see anything expansive [toward Cuba] until there’s movement on the claims,” said Mr. Kavulich, 

who has been conferring with Mr. Trump’s transition officials. “The Obama administration was suggesting; 

the Trump administration is going to be requiring.” 

 

Said Ms. Quintana, “Trump is somebody who recognizes that the Cuban government has expropriated about 

$8 billion of U.S. business assets and U.S. private citizens’ assets. There is no rule of law in Cuba. How 

can a business exist without property rights? 

 

“You have a military regime that controls everything,” she said. “This is an anti-business environment.” 

Targeting tourism 

 

Mr. Trump is also expected to take a sterner approach toward tourism. Although the U.S. has outlawed 

tourism to Cuba, the Treasury Department’s 12 categories for permitted travel include “educational 

activities,” and the Trump team says the Obama administration has stretched the definition too far. 

 

“They feel that some of the individuals who are going to Cuba are doing so for purposes of tourism,” Mr. 

Kavulich said. “They’re looking at the marketing materials of the travel agents, the cruise lines taking 

tourists. They are not ideologues; they are taking strict legal viewpoints that there are 12 categories, and 

tourism isn’t one of them. That’s not what the Obama administration is doing.” 

 

The White House is warning Trump officials not to reverse course and says Cubans are worried about the 

next administration’s intentions. The recent death of Cuban revolution leader Fidel Castro and the 

impending retirement of his 86-year-old brother, Raul Castro, also mean an unprecedented political 

transition on the island in the next few years. 
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“Turning it off would hurt the Cuban people,” Mr. Rhodes said. “It would cut off a lifeline to independent 

businesses. It would cut off a lifeline to Cuban families who depend on remittances. The new administration 

will have its own priorities to that engagement, but what we would not want to see is turning back the clock 

to an approach that had completely failed for over 50 years.” 

 

Mr. Kavulich said Mr. Trump and his advisers also are anticipating the symbolism of elections in Cuba in 

February 2018 when Mr. Castro will be replaced, likely by Vice President Miguel Diaz-Canel, a civilian. 

That means Mr. Trump will be in office when Cuba is no longer ruled by the Castro family, regardless of 

the pace of democratic reforms. 

 

“Trump is going to be in office as the first president in 59 years who will preside over a succession and a 

transition from a Castro to someone else,” Mr. Kavulich said. “If you’re in the White House you’re 

salivating at something like that. The bottom line will be, there’s not one [Castro] as president of the country 

anymore. And President Donald Trump will be the guy who’s in the White House when that happens. They 

absolutely get that.” 

 

Intelligence fears 

 

The Obama administration’s reopening of ties with Cuba is also raising concerns about Havana’s vaunted 

intelligence services and espionage against the U.S. 

 

Ms. Quintana calls Cuba “a known seller of U.S. intelligence.” 

 

In a little-publicized case in 2014, a spy for Cuba was sentenced to 13 years in prison in the U.S. The spy, 

who hasn’t been identified, worked out of the National Reconnaissance Office in Chantilly, Virginia. 

 

Chris Simmons, a retired official from the Defense Intelligence Agency, said spying on the U.S. can be a 

lucrative business for Cubans, with clients such as China and Iran. 

 

“Cuba doesn’t have a satellite program,” Mr. Simmons said. “So why would Cuba invest in sustaining 

someone who could only tell them everything about U.S. spy satellites? Because the countries we were 

targeting would undoubtedly pay a lot of money. There is an international audience for the barter and sale 

of U.S. secrets. Whether it’s Russia or China, there’s an insatiable appetite for what they can steal from 

us.” 

 

Mr. Simmons also pointed to the case of Ana Montes, the “Queen of Cuba,” an American who stole U.S. 

military secrets for Havana from 1985 to 2001 while working as a top analyst for the DIA. Among her most 

damaging acts, she passed information on the location of U.S. Special Forces in El Salvador in the 1980s 

and provided the identities of four U.S. covert intelligence officers working in Cuba. 

 

“For most of its history, Cuban spies have been volunteers, so there’s never a money trail. Ana Montes 

never got a salary,” Mr. Simmons said. “As long as we perpetuate the myth that Cuba’s not a threat, they’re 

going to clean our clocks and give that information to our enemies.” 

 

He said he is concerned that three former high-level spies for Cuba are involved in their country’s 

engagement with the U.S.  They include Nestor Garcia Iturbe, who was Cuba’s master spy as director of 

the Superior Institute of Intelligence (ISI), where Cuban intelligence officers are trained. 

 

“We’re negotiating with people we threw out for espionage,” Mr. Simmons said. “The bigger concern is, 

over the years, after the Cold War, the intelligence services and the military have become key players in 

the economy. The [Castro] brothers were very clever in terms of putting those two services in charge of key 

sectors, such as tourism. You’ve got the intelligence and military services becoming profit-making centers 

in their own right.” 

 

He doubts that freedom will come to Cuba as Mr. Obama envisions. 
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“There is an elitist attitude around Washington that more exposure to Americans will introduce democracy 

and all these great values,” Mr. Simmons said, “as if the Canadians and Europeans weren’t able to do that. 

It hasn’t happened. There’s nothing we’re going to bring to Cuba that our allies weren’t able to introduce.” 

 

Ms. Quintana said the Obama administration and its allies also have been misleading Americans with a 

narrative that Cuban-Americans’ attitudes are changing and that they no longer support the U.S. trade 

embargo of Cuba. She pointed to the election victories this year of candidates such as Sen. Marco Rubio, a 

Florida Republican and a Cuban-American who is an outspoken opponent of the Obama administration’s 

policy toward Cuba. 

 

“A big indicator of how successful President Obama’s legacy has been is, look at the South Florida 

elections,” she said. “Every candidate who was a pro-embargo candidate won. It’s only through a positive 

political transition on the island that Cuba will become successful. You cannot have a successful economy 

without the rule of law. That’s not going to exist with the Castro regime in place.” 
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3 January 2017 

 
 

CUBA COUNCIL CHIEF: PRE-TRUMP CUBA FOCUS COULD YIELD SPATE OF DEALS: U.S. 

companies have been racing to finalize deals before the president-elect takes office on Jan. 20, and about 

seven or eight “meaningful” announcements could be made before Inauguration Day, said John Kavulich, 

president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council. Kavulich told Morning Trade that the business 

community would be hardest hit if Donald Trump moves quickly after Inauguration Day to reverse 

President Barack Obama’s push to normalize relations with Cuba, an initiative that is vulnerable because 

Obama furthered it mainly through executive actions.  

 

“The council and others have been pushing the administration since the ninth of November to issue every 

license for which there’s been an application as fast as possible — because licenses that are issued are less 

likely to be rescinded; because generally they're good for one to three years; and, more importantly, a license 

that has been implemented is even more so likely to be renewed,” Kavulich said during a recent interview 

at POLITICO’s Rosslyn, Va., headquarters.  

 

But the bigger question is whether the Trump administration will actually undo any of Obama’s executive 

actions or whether Trump would leave them in place but not move further toward rapprochement, Kavulich 

said. With travel to the island, for example, “I think they’re prepared to not necessarily dig deeply, but by 

simply digging at all, the perception is going to help create the narrative that they want,” he said, referring 

to the incoming administration. “Which will be that there’s more enforcement, so therefore less 

encouragement of somebody to want to visit Cuba, so therefore Cuba earns less money.” Read the full 

Q&A with Kavulich here. 

 

POLITICO Pro Q&A: John Kavulich, president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council 

 

By Megan Cassella 

 

As President-elect Donald Trump prepares to enter the White House, business groups and advocates in 

favor of normalizing relations and strengthening commercial ties with Cuba are racing to finalize deals they 

fear the president-elect will seek to tear up.  

 

Trump has come down on both sides of the issue: As a presidential candidate, he said rapprochement was 

"fine" and that "50 years is enough" for an economic embargo, but he pledged in a tweet late last month to 

"terminate" ties with Cuba if it does not agree to a "better deal" than what it committed to in the talks that 

preceded the diplomatic opening. 
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With questions swirling as to which way Trump will go on Cuba once he enters the White House, 

POLITICO sat down in our Rosslyn, Va., headquarters with John Kavulich, 23-year president of the U.S.-

Cuba Trade and Economic Council, a private nonprofit that provides commercial and economic information 

on Cuba to the U.S. business community, to discuss Trump's possible steps and what could happen to 

Obama's diplomatic legacy once he leaves public office. 

 

This interview has been edited for length and clarity. 

 

What contact have you had with the Trump team so far, and what’s your take on where things stand now 

in regards to Cuba? 

 

The council was contacted during the campaign by individuals associated with the campaign to provide 

information and analysis, which we did, and then has continued to be contacted post-election for analysis 

and data, and so we provided that. They've asked for what we've done, and then [for] background in terms 

of why we think some decisions might have not been made by the Obama administration, why some were, 

what Trump administration might do. ... But I think that they're focusing on a lot of issues, and Cuba isn't 

top of the list — nor should it be. ... It does have significance to some members of Congress, transition team 

members, landing team members and individuals, advocates, but from a macro standpoint, I think few 

taxpayers want the Trump administration to put Cuba in their 100-day portfolio. 

 

What do you see as the state of play in terms of the U.S. stance toward Cuba policy right now? How much 

do you think the Obama administration has accomplished, how much is set in stone, and where do you see 

the Trump administration taking things from here? 

 

Nothing is set in stone, because there are no statutes, there are no statutory foundations to anything the 

president has done during the last 24 months nor, for that matter, anything he's done since Jan. 20, 2009. 

People often forget this occupant of the White House had a House and Senate majority for two years and 

did nothing relating to Cuban statutes when he could have, and likely may have changed some Cuban 

statutes but didn't choose to do so. He chose the regulatory path, which was always fraught with potential 

peril.  

 

The challenge is that neither the Obama administration nor the government of Cuba prepared for an outcome 

whose last name wasn't Clinton. And in the business world, we prepare for unexpected outcomes. It's what 

you do, especially when we risk money. 

 

Where do you see the Trump administration, once it's settled in, taking things from here? 

 

Generally, they'll be reactive as opposed to proactive. If Cuba does something to warrant a column in 

POLITICO, The Hill, Roll Call, The Washington Post, The New York Post (because the president reads 

that), The New York Times, MSNBC, if Joe Scarborough starts talking about it, they're going to react, 

unless they change, and unless the president-elect changes the way he has behaved during the last two years 

of the campaign. So I think that they will be reactive.  

 

There are individuals in the landing teams, the various departments and agencies, at the transition team 

within 725 Fifth Ave. in New York, and individuals within the purview of the campaign who want to be 

aggressive, who believe that primarily the travel-related initiatives of the Obama administration are the 

ones that need to be constrained. Some of them believe that they should be constrained because they violate 

the letter and the spirit of [Trade Sanctions Reform and Export Enhancement Act]. And they sincerely 

believe that the president has gone too far in terms of how he has defined who can go and under what 

conditions they can go.  

 

There are others who are looking at it from an ideological standpoint, and they simply are feeling as long 

as there is a Castro breathing that the goal should be not to reward, enrich or sustain, it should be to deny, 

constrain and kill — kill the species that is the commercial, economic and political system led by Fidel and 

now Raul. 

 

So you have one group that is based on firm belief in statute and presidential prerogative and the other is 

based on ideology. You put those two together — which is what the Trump administration is going to have 

— and it can be toxic. Meaning the result can be unpredictable. But, overall, the individuals surrounding 



the president-elect, they want to do something, and it’s almost certainly going to be travel-related. And they 

will do so with the foundation that they're simply upholding U.S. law where President [Barack] Obama 

violated U.S. law. 

 

What are the biggest questions in your mind in regards to Cuba when you think about the incoming 

administration? 

 

Will they be proactive or reactive? That would have to be ... everyone’s first focus. Second is how deep 

they want to penetrate into being proactive or reactive. Do they simply want to not permit any more, or do 

they want to remove some of what exists? I think with travel, they’re prepared to not necessarily dig deeply, 

but by simply digging at all, the perception is going to help create the narrative that they want, which will 

be that there’s more enforcement, so therefore less encouragement of somebody to want to visit Cuba, so 

therefore Cuba earns less money. 

 

You mentioned at the start that nothing is set in stone. How much do you think feasibly or realistically 

Trump can or will undo Obama's executive actions? 

 

All he needs is ink in the pen. 

 

But what about these commercial ties and the seemingly widespread popular opinion that voters are in 

favor of normalization? 

 

The polls really don't mean much. They generally will be seen as meaningful when they’re supporting the 

president’s position, and will be dismissed as not important when they’re not. And for President Obama, 

[Deputy National Security Adviser] Ben Rhodes would often quote them as a reason for the initiatives. But 

while the numbers are probably accurate, they’re wide but they’re not deep. Very few people truly care 

about Cuba. It’s just that if you ask somebody a question, depending on how you frame it, you're going to 

get an answer that generally is: "Yes, I don't see why we're still doing [the embargo], and now Fidel’s dead." 

 

But how much passion is there behind it? There isn’t. And my basis for that statement … is, what action 

has there been in 16 years in the United States Congress relating to Cuba? What law has changed ... in 16-

plus years? None. So, for those that say that the will of the American people wants there to be change with 

Cuba, that may be true, but the only passion are some advocates that thus far have failed at their one stated 

purpose, which is to change U.S. law. So what have you got?  

 

I know that it may sound dispassionate and surgical and medical-like to be saying this, but if you’re an 

accountant, you have sales, you have expenses, you have net profit. With legislation, you have how many 

[lawmakers] for it, how many you have against it, what’s the outcome? Well they’ve had 16 years. Then 

they had two years where the president’s party controlled the Congress with substantial majorities. Then 

they had the last 24 months where the president has made it a legacy issue, they didn't do anything on any 

of it. So that’s the reality that’s going to confront these people. 

 

So if President Trump tries to claw back at the commercial, the argument is going to be, "Don’t harm U.S. 

business opportunities." Their [the administration's] argument is going to be, "Please list the business 

opportunities. What have they done? Who’s done what? ..." 

 

I don't think that, based on what I’ve heard, there’s not a lot of appetite to reverse any of the commercial 

engagement. But there is appetite to focus more on what is being permitted and how it's being permitted.  

 

For example, Nespresso, the coffee — when State issued the guidelines of how, under what conditions, 

coffee would be permitted to be imported to the United States, it was rather specific on the conditions that 

would need to be in place. But when Nespresso made its announcement, it talked about what it was going 

to be doing rather than what was in place. So you may see the Trump administration say, "If this stuff’s 

going to happen, we want to see that what needs to be there is there as opposed to it being aspirational." 

 

Before Inauguration Day on Jan. 20th, companies are racing to get things finalized. What’s in the pipeline?  

 

There are probably seven or eight announcements that could take place that are meaningful. The council 

and others have been pushing the administration since the 9th of November to issue every license for which 



there’s been an application as fast as possible. Because licenses that are issued are less likely to be rescinded, 

because generally they're good for one to three years. And more importantly, a license that has been 

implemented is even more so likely to be renewed.  

 

The problem, again, for the administration, is they never expected Hillary Clinton to lose. So no one thought 

to say to the Cuban government, "Hey gang, remember... ." On Dec. 17, 2014, President Obama should 

have said to President Castro: "There’s a timeline here. It ends on the 8th of November of 2016. It doesn’t 

end on the 20th of January 2017, because we don’t know what's going to happen. So therefore, we ... need 

to plan for the unexpected." 

 

That conversation never took place. So the Cubans are as guilty of not planning as the Obama 

administration. And the business community is the one that suffered for that. 

 

What are some of your boldest predictions for what you actually see happening in 2017? 

 

The narrative of 2017 is going to be written by Cuba, and the Trump administration is going to be 

responding to that narrative because the clock will begin ticking for the transition from Raul Castro in 

succession to Miguel Diaz-Canel 13 months after Trump is sworn in. And that’s going to become the media 

narrative, that’s what everybody’s going to start focusing on: What will the U.S. government do either to 

incentivize the Canel administration or to reward the Canel administration? So incentivize meaning lay out 

in advance, 'This is what we want to see you do, and then we’re going to do this.' Or reward, meaning, "You 

do this, we’re going to do this." So it’s sort of transactional. 

 


